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Turf  Show Times hung its shingle out, thanks to the good folks at SBNation, in the early 
weeks of  the 2006 season. I have no recollection of  the exact date, though I do know it was 
before the St. Louis Rams hit a five game losing skid that portended the franchise’s next three 
years. 

Mustering up something to say about a team competing with the Detroit Lions for the 
dubious distinction of  league’s worst has not always been easy. Every Sunday, the same thing. 
The Rams even beat the August optimism out of  us during that time, as draft picks busted, 
free agents underwhelmed and the injured reserve list filled up with starters. 

What kept the site going...what kept the Rams going, besides the league’s generous sub-
sidies, has been the dedication of  the fans. There would be no Turf  Show Times without the 
community we serve, and for that, all I can say is thanks. I also want to give big props to 3k. 

It finally looks like our patience has been rewarded. New leadership, ownership and finally 
some young talent on the field promises better days ahead. This is the first August in a few 
years that didn’t hint at disaster in the months ahead. 

I hope that you will enjoy the annual that 3k and I have put together. Keep it next to the 
TV, print it out on your boss’ dime, use it as coaster, whatever. Most of  all, I hope that you’ll 
stick around the site. It’s fans like you and me that set us apart from other outlets. 

Cheers,
Ryan “VanRam” Van Bibber

Damn, I’m glad we’re done with this.  But more importantly, I’m glad you, whoever you are, 
are reading this.  That’s why we started this project earlier this year.

It was a slog trying to put this together between just Van and myself, but hopefully future 
versions will reflect the Turf  Show Times community.  And I purposefully overuse that word: 
“community.”

No aspect of  TST is more important than the community aspect, the idea that Rams fans 
have a singular place to collect everything they read about, hear about, or think about in rela-
tion to the Rams, or anything else, and share it with one another.

I came across TST in early 2007 and was immediately addicted.  The biggest thing that 
kept goading me to put more and more effort into the site, and still does, is the idea that TST 
will be the online home for every Rams fan on earth.  And while we’re a hell of  a lot closer 
than we were back then, we’ve still got a long way to go.

I hope you roll on with us, because it’s going to be a lot more enjoyable once the team actu-
ally starts winning games.  Even if  we don’t, there’s always TST.

Holler.
3k

Introductions



The top 10 storylines from the 
St. Louis Rams’ 2009 season
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Top 10 stories of the 2009 Rams by VanRam

Things have changed a little bit since August 2009, especially 
for fans. As summer ended last year, optimism bouyed spirits. 
THere was a new sherif  in town, a rookie head coach who had 
made his name running a New York Giants defense that shocked 
the world with a Super Bowl upset of  the New England Patri-
ots. His steady presence and clear vision erased the uncomfort-
able insecurities that marred the sidelines in recent seasons as 
the team fell apart. In the front office, Billy Devaney sat on top 
of  the whole operation, having been promoted to General Man-
ager a year after being brought in to steady a terrible period of  
personnel management that left the team in ruins. 

Liberation can be a tricky thing, though. The exhilaration 
caused by the first taste of  freedom quickly transitions into 
existential terror as free will seeks to define an identity. Last 
year’s unbridled optimism morphed in a guarded belief  in 
the Rams. Without a doubt, there was a vision for how things 
should be at Rams Park. That in and of  itself  was enough to 
excite a dormant fan base. The Rams began a transcendence in 
2009, but they still had to hit bottom before the season’s end. 

Plenty of  things happened over the last 12 months, little sto-
ry lines that weave together a coherent narrative. Looking back, 
these ten milestones represent the major plot points that tell 
the tale of  a Rams team on the right course, a slow slog back to 
respectability. 



#1: 1-15

#2: Laurinaitis
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Never trust preseason football. Steve Spagnuolo’s Rams fooled plenty of  peo-
ple in the preseason last year, fans included. Three wins seemed like a harbinger 
of  great thing to come after the last two preseason schedules foretold the sea-
son’s struggles. That, of  course, fueled already inflamed passions, making what 
was to come that much harder to accept. 

The season opened auspiciously enough in Seattle. Donnie Avery fielded the 
opening kick, returned it for 20 yards and promptly fumbled it. The ensuing pos-
session ended quickly with an O.J. Atogwe interception. That bipolar sequence of  
events was followed by Richie Incognito - who else? - taking a false start penalty 
on the offense’s first play of  the season. Barely a minute and three plays later, the 
Rams punted. Fans would see plenty more of  that for the next 17 weeks.

Things never really got better as the season progressed, save for a few bright 
spots here and there: a win over the Lions came via special teams play, a Daniel 
Fells score on a fake field goal, and an air-tight but unfruitful effort against the 
eventual Super Bowl champion Saints.

There was a notable bright spot in the Rams shutout loss to open the sea-
son. Rookie middle linebacker James Laurinaitis picked up 11 tackles and forced 
a fumble, establishing his presence on a defense that had been sorely lacking at 
that position since London Fletcher left.  He finished the year with  133 tackles, 
2 sacks and 2 interceptions. The tackle numbers tell the tale of  a good linebacker 
on a bad team. With the Rams defense on the field for most of  the game, Lauri-
naitis honed his already sharp tackling ability on opponents’ throwaway runs up 
the middle. Still, that does not hide the fact that he 

Laurinaitis became the anchor of  the Rams defense not even a year after see-
ing his last down with Ohio State. There is absolutely nothing flashy about his 
play, as you might expect from a middle linebacker. He does things right, going 
full-tilt at every play, and his acumen for the game kept him a step ahead of  the 
offense. By season’s end Laurinaitis was a shining reminder that better things 
might indeed be on the horizon for the Rams.

The Rams go 1-15 in 2009

The emergence of James Laurinaitis



#3: Incognito

#4: Action Jackson
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Stories about new beginnings always feature corresponding plots of  fading remind-
ers of  the past. Richie Incognito was a third round pick in 2005. One season later, the 
athletic guard was starting all 16 games for the Rams and was seen as a key part of  the 
offensive line going forward. He developed a very, um, special relationship with fans 
along the way. His famous “I can’t hear you” gesture might have been forgotten had he 
been able to overcome the mental roadblocks that stunted his development. 

His season-opening penalty was hardly his most memorable last year. In the midst of  
the Rams 47-7 blowout against the Titans, Incognito incurred two personal fouls, not 
even his first personal fouls of  the year. After being pulled, a tense verbal exchange with 
head coach Steve Spagnuolo had him seeking work elsewhere just two days later. Gen-
eral Manager Billy Devaney said it best about Incognito: “There is the 90 to 95 percent 
of  Richie that is outstanding. It’s the other 5 or 10 when the dark Richie kicks in and it 
becomes a problem.”

Through 17 weeks of  the 2009, Rams fans could expect two things to happen with a 
reasonable consistency. First, the Rams would lose. Second, Steven Jackson would put up a 
monsterous effort and elite stats despite a bevy factors that suggested otherwise. Jackson 
ran for 1,416 yards on 324 attempts and caught 51 passes for 322 yards. He topped the 
100-yard mark 7 times and rushed for more than 80 yards in three more games. His aver-
age of  4.4 yards per carry was the third best total in the NFL, and his total rushing yards 
were the second most, behind only Chris Johnson. It was the second best season of  his 
career, and earned the hardest working man in St. Louis his second Pro Bowl nod. 

To underscore Jackson’s herculean effort, consider that he missed the final game of  the 
season. By that point his back finally too painful to for him to play, which means it must 
have been pretty damn painful because the guy was too beat up to practice most of  the 
season. The offense around him was terrible, making Jackson the only Rams player that 
merited the constant attention of  opponents. The offensive line tasked with opening run-
ning lanes struggled with injuries all year forcing Jackson to run behind a hodge-podge of  
line combinations. Yes, Steven Jackson is amazing. 

Jackson also had another breakthrough in 2009, becoming the veteran face of  the team 
and a steady presence in the locker room that helped hold a young team together despite 
constant collapse on the field. It really is tragic that by the times the Rams will again be 
legitimate competitors for a Super Bowl, age and the grind of  the game will have most 
likely forced Steven Jackson into a reduced role.

The end of Richie Incognito

Steven Jackson still rules



#5: The injury bug

#6: Chris Long
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It was supposed to be different last year. In the rough seasons leading up to 2009, 
injury plagued the Rams at every turn. No position group was immune to the threat. 
So it was that last year, many felt the Rams would have a better season than the last one 
simply by suffering fewer injuries. According to Football Outsiders’ Adjust Games Lost 
(AGL) stat, the Rams were the worst team in the league over the last three seasons. Last 
year, the team lost 74.7 games to injuries on their roster. For a team already consisting 
of  backups that forced lots of  practice squad players on to the field to run in the weekly 
live fire drills. 

The glaring lack of  depth helped put more Rams on the training table in recent 
seasons, with aging and battered veterans (looking at you Marc Bulger) combined with 
so many inexperienced players ups the risk substantially. The veteran players the Rams 
added to their roster during the offseason had one thing in common, besides a link to 
Spagnuolo’s former teams, in their relatively slight injury history. That combined with 
another year of  experience for the younger core players should make the Rams a health-
ier team in 2010...we hope.

Ghosts of  drafts past haunted the Rams for a long time. They still do, but Billy Dev-
aney made jettisoning first flameouts a top priority in his housecleaning effort. Entering 
his sophomore season the Rams first round pick from 2008, DE Chris Long, carried the 
weight of  expectations, an even heavier load thanks to the first rounders who preceded 
him. You can argue whether or not those expectations were realistic or even fair. Re-
gardless, Long still faced a dwindling fan base with a short margin for forgiveness. 

On the stat sheet, Long’s season started slow. Seven weeks in, he had yet to pick up 
his first sack. However, as the weeks went on his performance noticeably improved in 
the pass rush. He was getting around blocks and getting to quarterbacks with more 
frequency and consistency. In week 8, he finally picked up his first sack in the Rams lone 
win of  the season. Long had a sack in his next two consecutive games and picked up 
five by season’s end. The sack total itself  is nothing to put on the marquee, but it Long 
genuinely looked like a real threat to quarterbacks. 

Long has just as much pressure going into this season, maybe more since the coaches 
and fans saw got a long glimpse of  what he was capable of. Unfortunately for Long, he’s 
the one sure thing on a defensive line that looks marginally improved at best.

Injuries decimate the Rams roster...again

Chris Long breaks out



#7: Bruuuuuce!

#8: Sam arrives
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The season closed with a visit by the San Francisco 49ers to the Ed Jones Dome. Already at rock bot-
tom, a group of  backups took the field for the Rams that week, led by rookie sixth round pick QB Keith 
Null. It is unlikely that the schedule makers had forseen it this way, but it was a fitting way to close the 
book on a rebuilding season by sending Isaac Bruce to town, allowing Rams fans one last look at a hero. 

Bruce bridged the gap between Los Angeles and St. Louis. But his magic had nothing to do with geo-
graphic loyalties. Fans connected with the consummate professional, a guy with all the skills to cart around 
the kind of  ego so closely identified with wide receivers today. The Reverend, if  he had an ego, checked it 
at the door. This was one of  the rare professional athletes that parents actually wanted their kids to look 
up to; he was the perfect pair with Kurt Warner to make the Rams the most unassuming champions. When 
the glory days ended, Bruce soldiered onward, until one day the unsentimental side of  the business sent 
made him a free agent. Fans were particularly disappointed that the 49ers, of  all teams, scooped him up, 
getting the last laugh Bruce put up 835 yards and 7 touchdowns in 2008 while Drew Bennett had 1 catch in 
1 one game that season. 

Lots of  players have talent and consistency, but Bruce also had longevity. The franchise’s all-time lead-
ing receiver with 942 receptions; 14,109 yards; 84 touchdowns and 197 games played. Today’s Rams have 
a talented young group of  players, many of  whom already have a pretty lengthy injury history. It seems 
unthinkable that one of  the current group could come close to challenging Bruce’s records. And secretly 
many fans hope that he always owns those records.

Obviously, this is a chronological list, because the Rams decision to make Oklahoma QB Sam Bradford 
the top pick in the draft was the story for this team. It should have been an easy pick. However, the Rams 
suffered inordinately from first round picks failing to live up to their potential or just flat out going bust. 
Add to that a 300 lbs Jamarcus Russell looming over the draft and Billy Devaney’s involvement as a per-
sonnel guy with the Chargers in 1998 when they drafted Ryan Leaf. There were more secure picks, guys 
like DT Ndamukong Suh who appeared to be much surer bets, safer investments. 

Smart people who are good at their jobs make mistakes all the time. Billy Devaney learned a hard les-
son with Ryan Leaf: vetting character is just as important as the measurable qualities. Devaney, Spagnuolo 
and their personnel team spent as much time studying tape of  Bradford in the huddle as they did his pin-
point accuracy. Through countless interviews and anecdotes from those who watched the kid work day and 
night rehabbing from his shoulder injury and adding weight to his skinny, college boy frame, the Rams left 
no corridor of  the kid’s personality to chance. Bradford passed the test.

A six-year, $78 million contract to a player still waiting for his first NFL snap sent the chattering 
classes in a tizzy, reigniting the rookie pay scale argument with less than a year to go before the league’s 
deadline to hammer out a new agreement with players. The same debate that happens every year. What 
usually gets ignored in that debate is the sheer weight thrust upon players who sign those deals. Sam 
Bradford has a tremendous task that few people would be capable of: leading a franchise out of  the ashes 
and back to glory. Naturally, it goes without saying that his role has a tremendous impact on the operations 
side. The Rams need to sell tickets again, and beyond that they will have to find a new home. 

Former Rams coach Dick Vermeil summed it up best during an early visit to training camp this year: 
“I think if  you give the money to the right kind of  people, it doesn’t change anything. It adds a sense of  
responsibility to meet that commitment that the organization has made to him.”

The early returns look good and the draft debate has subsided. The Rams are Sam Bradford’s team now. 
The future looks bright.

Isaac Bruce calls it a career

Rams make Sam Bradford the first overall pick



#9: The return of Togs

#10: Barren Barron
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The lapse of  the collective bargaining agreement this year had a unique impact on free 
agency, making a good number of  players who would have found free agent riches suffer 
through another year as restricted free agents. For Oshiomogho Atogwe that situation 
was especially costly. Atogwe played the 2009 under the franchise tag, making him one of  
the highest paid players in the league at his position. When RFA time came around this 
spring, most just expected the Rams to make him a reasonable tender and then hammer 
out a long term contract designed to assuage the pain of  missing out on free agency in the 
prime of  his career.

Instead the Rams extended the lowest RFA offer available, a first right of  refusal, mak-
ing the prospects of  losing him to another, higher bidder a likely scenario. It was a gamble 
for sure, and one that irritated fans who admired Atogwe for being the lone bright spot on 
the league’s worst defense for years. Unfortunately for Atogwe, no teams came knocking. 
There were whispers of  collusion, not specifically about Atogwe, but that teams would 
stay away from players in that strange RFA limbo, lest they see their own players lured 
away with a poison pill offer. A more plausible scenario is that Atogwe’s asking price was 
just too high; after all, he was coming off  a shoulder injury that ended his season early, a 
season in which his production just wasn’t there. 

Not long before camp started, Atogwe and the Rams reached a deal, though one that 
puts a heavy emphasis on Atogwe turning it around this year. The Rams need Atogwe to 
get back to his playmaking ways; it could be the difference as they try to pick off  a couple 
more wins than they are expected to.

Billy Devaney inherited a team with very few productive former first round picks. 
You don’t need any statistical formula to tell you what kind of  problems it causes a team 
to have first round picks not producing. Dumping Tye Hill was easy; Barron was a little 
harder to cut ties with because he at least gave the Rams a consistently healthy average 
player to do a job. Recent additions of  Jason Smith and Rodger Saffold made the decision 
that much easier. Too often teams keeping giving first round picks chance after chance to 
live up to their potential and make good on the front office’s investment. It can be a costly 
decision. Give the current front office credit for not hanging on to former first round picks 
whose shelf-life has expired. Barron’s departure severed the most visible ties with the 
post-Show Rams, the woeful mid-decade teams known more for sliding from mediocrity to 
misery and send a fanbase to the exits. Without Alex Barron, it is definitely a new era for 
the Rams.

Oshiomogho Atogwe and RFA limbo

Bye bye Barron



The Playbook Projector: Sam Bradford
in the 2008 BCS Championship
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

By the time you’re reading this, 
you have probably already seen what 
this article is supposed to show you: 
Sam Bradford is one hell of  a quar-
terback.

He can play in the shotgun, as 
every pundit has pointed out, but 
his skills under center shouldn’t be a 
cause for concern.

Again, a point of  publicity goes to 
his accuracy and the adjectives used 
to describe it: uncanny, inhuman, ri-
diculous, Bradfordian...

When the Rams drafted Sam Brad-
ford first overall, they weren’t doing 
so solely on potential, on the idea 
that they could mold an NFL quar-
terback out of  nothing; they were 
drafting the man that led the Oklaho-
ma Sooners to the 2008 BCS Champi-
onship guiding a powerhouse offense 
behind a tremendous offensive line 
that lacked the electric playmaking 
talents of  many of  their opponents 
(outside of  TE Jermaine Gresham), 
including their final opponent that 
season, the 2008 national champion 
Florida Gators.

Despite having missed almost the 
entire 2009 season, Bradford’s 2008 
Heisman-winning season was built 
play by play, throw by throw.  With 
just more than 12 minutes remaining 
in the 2008 championship and tied 
at 14 apiece, it looked like Bradford 
might lead his team not just to the 
game but to a victory against a Gator 
defense that was stacked with NFL 
talent all over the field.  While that 
turned out not to be the case, that 
game provided a solid portfolio of  
plays that could give some insight as 
to what he might bring to the Rams 
in 2009.

In this annual-only episode of  the 
Playbook Projector, let’s go through 
that game and look at the most im-
portant thing Bradford brings to the 
table: on-field production.  Breaking 
down various plays in multiple for-
mations to several receiving options 
should give us a glimpse of  what 
Bradford might be able to manufac-
ture with the 2010 crop of  receivers, 
not to mention the tight end situa-
tion.  Flashback to Jan. 8, 2009...

by 3k

http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/108519/Jermaine_Gresham
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

Play 1

It’s the first drive of  the game.  Bradford has just completed his first pass of  the 
game; out of  the shotgun, using RB Chris Brown as a playaction fake, Sam hit senior 
wideout Manuel Johnson on a comeback route.  Now with a first down just past their 
own 36, Oklahoma will show run, but air it out. Eager to get Bradford comfortable, and 
to get Johnson involved before looking to Gresham, his next pass is going to try to take 
advantage of  any overeagerness on the part of  the Gator secondary.  On this play, you’ll 
get a great example of  Bradford’s ridiculous accuracy as well as a reminder that said ac-
curacy won’t be enough on every play.

Here’s what the play looks like:

#1
Manuel Johnson

#9
Juaquin Iglesias

#14
Sam Bradford

#18
Jermaine Gresham

#29
Chris Brown

Johnson is going to head up the sideline, and after ten yards, give a small shoulder 
and head fake before resuming his fly route downfield.  Iglesias, on the other side, comes 
out of  frame; it’s hard to tell what his assignment was, though if  I had to guess, I would 
say he ran a fly as well.

Gresham is going to release out to the right to give Bradford a quick dump off  op-
tion in case of  a blitz, and after setting up 5 yards deep, Brown is going to run a hook 
five yard or so past the line of  scrimmage.

While this doesn’t look incredibly threatening, it is designed to lure the defense, 
especially, the strong safety, into committing to a run.  Hell, Bradford’s under center, 
and he only throws out of  the shotgun, right?  That’s what the Sooners are hoping the 
Gator defense is thinking. If  the safeties bite, it will leave at least Johnson, and possibly 
Iglesias one-on-one with their cornerbacks, and that as much as you can ask.
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

Here’s the set up:

You can see the Sooners in a 2-TE package (Gresham is the closest TE in a two-point 
stance) with Bradford under center; Florida is in a 4-3 shaded to Gresham’s side with the 
WLB on the line standing up.

The first two keys for Bradford are to eye the safeties to see if  they pull on the run, 
and then to watch Brandon Spikes, who is offering his butt to the ref.  If  Spikes blitzes, 
then Chris Brown, the Sooner RB, should be able to get open.  If  not, he’ll have Gresham 
on the quick out or, if  he has time, his two WRs streaking downfield:

Spikes is too experi-
enced to get fooled on the 
run formation.  He checks 
back after his first step, 
and settles into coverage.

Sam eyes the safeties, 
and looks over to WR 
Manuel Johnson (at the top 
of  the shot) who is work-
ing against Florida CB Joe 
Haden (Haden was drafted 
just six spots after Brad-
ford in the 2010 draft).
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

Sam throws in a soft 
pump fake as Johnson 
tries to deke Haden.  You 
can see how phenomenal 
Oklahoma’s O-line was in 
2008; Sam’s got a perfect 
pocket to operate out of.  
And while Gresham’s open, 
Bradford’s thinking he can 
get more than a dump off:

Johnson’s opened up no Haden and has him beat (out of  frame).  It’s a sideline sprint:

Bradford has chucked it.  
The white arrow is pointing to 
the ball which has just re-en-
tered the frame and the atmo-
sphere.  Johnson has Haden 
beat.  If  the throw is in his 
hands, it’s big yardage...except 
for one thing: Major Wright.

Wright, who was taken 
by the Bears in the 3rd round 
in the 2010 Draft, has set his 
angle to the point where John-
son will go up to meet the ball. 
All he has to do now is time 
his hit and avoid interfering.
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

This is just moments 
later.  Johnson is well past 
Haden, and is locked in on 
the ball.  Wright is locked 
in on Johnson.  FedEx is 
locked in on marketing.

Just to bring it full 
circle, the play was de-
signed to prevent Wright 
from being in position 
to make a play.  It didn’t 
work.  Credit to Wright 
for maintaining his disci-
pline and staying in posi-
tion to defend the pass.

The throw is perfect; it hits Johnson square in the hands as he’s at full speed, leading 
him down the sideline without a chance for Haden to make a play on the ball.  Too bad 
Wright has his back and is about to give Johnson some one-on-one face time:

Great throw...

...great hit.
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

Play 2

Two plays later, Oklahoma was facing a 3rd & 7 from their own 39 yard line.  With 
Manuel Johnson still hearing Major Wright’s shoulder reverberating in his chest, Brad-
ford would look to the other side of  the field to Juaquin Iglesias for the first down.

The Sooners line up with Sam in the shotgun with three receivers, a tight end and run-
ning back Chris Brown in the backfield:

Sam’s got to 
keep an eye out 
on the line first; 
Florida’s look-
ing to bring some 
serious third 
down pressure and 
force Bradford to 
throw before his 
receivers hit the 
spots they antici-
pate will be open 
beyond the first 
down marker.

Blitz coming...

OU’s line picks it up.
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

You can see that once 
Sam sees the line has 
stopped the pass rush, 
he’s watching Juaquin 
Iglesias get past then-
freshman CB Rashad 
Dunbar (in the bottom 
right corner).

Iglesias is going to 
wheel out to the sideline 
in front of  the safety.

Recognize names like Trent Williams, 
Phil Loadholt or Duke Robinson?  All three 
have made their way to the NFL through 
the last two drafts, but they each put on a 
display in the 2008 BCS Championship as 
part of  Oklahoma’s offensive line.

Take your time, Sam.

Sam lays a soft throw beyond Dunbar into Iglesias’ hands as he heads to the sideline.  
Credit Iglesias for hauling in the pass with his hands and getting his foot down before 
he heads out of  bounds.  A perfectly executed play - great blocking, proper awareness 
by the QB to identify the route, separation by the WR, and a clean reception:

http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/108579/Trent_Williams
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/71507/Phil_Loadholt
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/71367/Duke_Robinson
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

Play 3

Unlike the first two throws we’ve looked at, this one shows how critical it is for a 
quarterback to nail down the timing of  his receivers’ breaks.  With 7:27 to go in the 
1st and now into Oklahoma’s second offensive drive, Bradford is going to hook up 
with Gresham on 2nd & 7 as he throws before Gresham makes his break.  In a 5-WR 
set, the play to Sam’s left looks like this:

#1
Manuel Johnson

#14
Sam Bradford

#18
Jermaine Gresham

Johnson is going to vacate the sideline 
area for Gresham who is going to head 
upfield for about five yards before cutting 
to the line.

With the ball spotted on the left hash 
mark, there’s not a lot of  room to operate.  
For the play to be successful, Bradford is 
going to have to get the ball to Gresham 
soon after he comes out of  his break so 
that he has enough room to bring in the 
ball before he heads out of  bounds.

If  not, it’s going to be a tough third 
down conversion for the Sooners.
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

As Bradford goes back, he sees then-freshman Will Hill coming on the safety blitz.  
He can’t count on his stellar O-line to protect him all day, every play.

Making things more com-
plicated is the rush from Gator 
DE Jermaine Cunningham; he’s 
going to swim underneath Okla-
homa LT Phil Loadholt...

…and have an open lane for 
the sack if  Bradford doesn’t 
get rid of  it.  Also, notice 
Gresham at about the OU 49 
as he clashes with Florida LB 
Brandon Hicks just prior to 
making his break.

Again, there’s not much 
room to work with.  Bradford’s 
timing has to match up with 
Gresham’s for this to work.
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

Sam sees that Gresham has broken contact and now has a step on his route.  Before 
Gresham has turned his head, Sam is throwing:

The ball barely escapes the reach of  
Florida D-lineman Justin Trattou…

…and hits Gresham in stride.
The extra step allows 

Gresham to scamper for 
a first down on Florida’s 
side of  the field.

It’s a relatively forget-
table play, but with the 
precise timing, it’s a play 
that keeps a drive going 
in a 0-0 game.  It may be 
forgettable, but it’s not 
insignificant.
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

Play 4

After Gresham gained the first down, Oklahoma worked themselves into a 3rd & 5.  Now the 
Sooners are going to look to Gresham down the line to make a play. Here’s the play and the setup:

#1 #14
Manuel Johnson Sam Bradford

#18 #29
Jermaine Gresham Chris Brown

* Juaquin Iglesias is split 
wide to the right out of  frame
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

Sam sees zone coverage in the 
middle of  the field with Gresham 
and Manuel Johnson assigned 
man-to-man coverage.

Also, the offensive line has 
picked up the D-line, so Bradford 
has plenty of  time to watch the 
routes develop:

The underneath route 
by RB Chris Brown forces 
the isolation for Gresham 
against Florida LB Bran-
don Hicks.

Sam knows his TE can 
beat a LB any day.  He just 
has to make a throw.

As Bradford releases the pass, Gresham is already in front. With no Major Wright 
headed to break it up, and Joe Haden deep on Manny Johnson, it’s Gresham’s play to make:
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

Play 5

The previous play ended up being called back for a hold on Oklahoma G Duke Robinson, 
and the drive sputtered out.  Florida would respond with a 12-play drive that ended with a 20-
yard TD toss from Tim Tebow to Louis Murphy, now a Bronco and Raider, respectively.

After that touchdown, the first points of  the game, the Sooners responded with three Chris 
Brown runs, each for more than a dozen yards.  Oklahoma would march deep into the red zone 
setting up this 2nd and goal play from the Florida 6 with 11:56 remaining in the first half.

The play ends up exploding in chaos, setting up...Bradford to Gresham.  Sounding like a 
broken record?  There’s still a good three quarters left.  At the snap:

Bradford’s in the shotgun with two 
tight ends on his right, with WR Quen-
tin Chaney in motion, leaving nobody 
on the weakside.  That lack of  a threat 
in that third is going to create some 
serious craziness after the snap.

Chaney’s motion, and the pull from the entire line, takes the Florida defense to the strong-
side.  When Sam pulls it back from Chaney and looks to throw, the Gator defense breaks down.  
Bradford has to hurry, though, because DE Jermaine Cunningham comes in unopposed:

Sexy fake...

...creates chaos.  Can 
Sam get rid of  it?
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

Gresham slices through 
the confusion...

...as Sam tosses 
the ball in the 
nick of  time.

Bradford lofts it over everyone to the back of  the end zone for six easy points for Gresham:

Touchdown Sooners!

Tie ballgame, 7-7.
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

Play 6

After the Gresham TD, Florida QB Tim Tebow threw an interception at the line to DT 
Gerald McCoy; however, the Gators’ defense stiffened up at the goalline, stopping the Sooners 
who had a 3rd & 1 and a 4th & 1 before a turnover on downs.  Oklahoma’s defense responded 
by forcing a punt, and Bradford took over with 2:32 to go before the half  at the OU 20.

Methodically taking apart Florida’s two-minute defense, Sam goes 8 for 10 leading up to 
this play, marching all the way to the 6-yard-line.  Taking a timeout with just 10 seconds re-
maining, Oklahoma has a chance to go up 14-7 at halftime, swallowing the momentum and 
placing Florida, and Tebow, on the hot seat.  So with a first and goal from the UF 6, here’s 
what the play looks like:

#1
Manuel Johnson

#9
Juaquin Iglesias

#14
Sam Bradford

#18
Jermaine Gresham

#29
Chris Brown

The key here is in 
the guys not running 
routes: TE Jermaine 
Gresham and RB Chris 
Brown.  In assigning 
those two to block, the 
intent is that it will 
open up the middle for 
the three receivers.

The play functions, 
but things don’t, uh, 
“work out well.”  Pre-
snap to the right:
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

After receiving the snap, Sam looks over to see which of  his two receivers on the left 
side are double covered.  The other will be one-on-one, and if  Sam makes a good throw, 
the single-covered receiver should have a chance to make a play:

As the Sooners o-line creates a perfect pocket for 
Sam, he sees Johnson (in the bottom left corner) come 
back underneath one-on-one with Joe Haden:

Bradford leads Johnson to the 
open space, but Haden has him 
blanketed.  It’s one of  those plays 
where you could argue whoever 
wants it the most gets it.
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

Sam’s throw hits hands - four of  them.  Between Johnson and Haden, neither beats the oth-
er to the ball, and it caroms off  the web of  hands before being intercepted by Major Wright:
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

Let’s go to the replay.  It’s blurry, but you can see the ball hits Johnson’s hands:

It’s worth repeating: Bradford and the Sooners were this close to going into the second 
half  of  the 2008 BCS Championship with a full 7-point lead:
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

Play 7

Oklahoma’s defense has just forced a three and out from Florida to start the sec-
ond half.  After three successive runs by Chris Brown earn the Sooners a fresh set of  
downs, Bradford lays out a pass similar to those from the first four detailed in this edi-
tion of  the PBP, though this might be the best throw.  So 1st and 10 from the OU 22 
with 12:12 to go in the 3rd, and showing run:

OU adds to the run look with some play action, drawing a first step from a couple defenders:
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

Iglesias is streaking down the sideline 
forcing S Major Wright to play catch up:

OU’s O-line picks up the blitz, 
and Bradford has time to pick out 
Iglesias down the line:

There’s not much room to operate.  But 
Sam doesn’t need much room, he just needs 
enough.  And sophomore S Cody Worton 
won’t be getting there to break it up this time.

Bradford tosses an unbe-
lievably perfect pass, hitting 
Iglesias in the hands as he 
lays out softly with room to 
make the play:
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

In hindsight, this is just foreshadowing: despite the perfect throw, Iglesias is unable to 
come up with the catch:

Let’s go to the booth and see it from the forward angle:

Catchable ball?
It’s Sam Bradford.
Dumb question.  
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

Play 8

This is another throw you wouldn’t notice..hopefully.  If  you do, it means something 
went wrong.  It exhibits the kind of  decision-making you need in the NFL, and the accu-
racy that makes Sam worth getting excited over.  This is just a dump screen, but it’s ex-
ecuted perfectly.  The Sooners line up with Sam in the shotgun with two running backs:

If  you’re about to 
throw you’re flag for ten 
men on the field, Manuel 
Johnson is out of  frmae at 
the top.

As Sam takes his drop, 
he looks at Iglesias to see 
if  freshman CB Janoris 
Jenkins is going to get 
blocked by his own man or 
if  Chris Brown is going to 
come open on the screen 
since his man is going to 
have to curl around:
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

It’s the latter, and 
as Brown comes open 
out of  the backfield, 
Bradford lays a perfect 
screen pass out for his 
running back, carrying 
him to the line without 
breaking stride setting 
up big YAC:

Sam’s throw leads Brown up the sideline - YAC me, please:

First downs = good.
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

Play 9

For the last play, it was worth looking at a play of  significance, both in terms of  what it meant 
to the game and what it meant for Sam as a quarterback.  This pass, an interception, turned the 
momentum of  the game, and ultimately closed the door on Bradford and the Sooners.

With just more than ten minutes remaining, Oklahoma faced a 2nd & 7 from the 50-yard-line, 
down by a field goal, 14-17.  As we’ve already seen, Oklahoma’s receivers have failed to make the 
big play relatively often. despite having a quarterback like Sam Bradford mailing the football into 
their hands.  This time, it would mean the game.  Here’s the play:

#9
Juaquin Iglesias

#14
Sam Bradford

#17
Mossis Madu

#18
Jermaine Gresham

#84
Quentin Chaney

With Chaney on the outside and Madu out of  the backfield, Sam has two op-
tions if  things break down quickly on the line.  If  not, he has Iglesias and Gresh-
am coming over the middle.  At the snap, here’s how Oklahoma lines up:
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

The play shows run, 
and playaction draws 
even more attention 
from the Gator defense:

OU’s O-line 
picks up the pres-
sure, and Sam has 
time to focus on the 
middle of  the field.

Sam, again, hits his receiver in the hands...

but...

...yet again the OU 
WRs come up short.
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

Sam lines up, steps into the pocket, and hits Iglesias’ hands:

But instead of  a huge gain, it’s an interception that changes the game, and thus Sam 
Bradford’s college career:
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PBP: Bradford in the BCS

Epilogue

For Sam Bradford, the 2008 BCS Championship was a disappointment insofar as 
his wide receivers couldn’t capitalize on the big plays.  Sure, they were difficult plays 
to make; that’s to be expected when you’re playing the SEC Champions in any case, 
lest it be the 2008 Florida Gator defense.  Still, champions are made by players step-
ping up in big situations, and the Sooners’ WRs didn’t do just that.  And when receiv-
ers don’t make plays and safeties do, it stuns quarterbacks:

That shot is taken from the end of  the previous play as Ahmad Black stole the ball 
away from Juaquin Iglesias.  Going into 2010, some suggested it represented the transi-
tion to the NFL as a whole for Sam Braford: stunned and unprepared.  If  his individual 
talent, as shown in the 2008 BCS Championship, makes a difference, then he’s much 
closer to success than many would have given him in 2009.  If  this game was any indi-
cation, Sam Bradford is a man with direction, and all he needs is a team to ride with him.
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2010 St. Louis Rams roster

Quarterbacks
  #4 ......A.J. Feeley
  #8 ......Bradford, Sam
  #12 ....Lewis, Thaddeus

Running Backs
 Halfbacks
  #34 ....Darby, Kenneth
  #39 .... Jackson, Steven

 Fullbacks
  #44 ....Karney, Mike

Wide Receivers
  #11 ....Gibson, Brandon
  #14 ....Burton, Keenan
  #16 ....Amendola, Danny
  #17 ....Avery, Donnie
  #19 ....Robinson, Laurent
  #81 ....Gilyard, Mardy

Tight Ends
  #46 ....Fells, Daniel
  #47 ....Bajema, Billy
  #48 ....Onobun, Fendi
  #86 ....Hoomanawanui, Mike

Offensive Linemen
 Tackles
  #73 ....Goldberg, Adam
  #76 ....Saffold, Rodger
  #77 ....Smith, Jason

 Guards
  #63 ....Bell, Jacob
  #79 ....Greco, John

 Centers
  #60 ....Brown, Jason
  #65 ....Fraley, Hank
  #66 ....Setterstrom, Mark
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2010 St. Louis Rams roster

Defensive Linemen
 Defensive Tackles
  #71 ....Gibson, Gary
  #95 ....Ryan, Clifton
  #97 ....Scott, Darell
  #98 ....Robbins, Fred
 Defensive Ends
  #67 ....Selvie, George
  #72 ....Long, Chris
  #96 ....Hall, James
  #99 ....Ah You, C.J.

Linebackers
  #53 ....Diggs, Na’il
  #55 ....Laurinaitis, James
  #57 ....Chamberlain, Chris
  #58 ....Vobora, David
  #59 ....Grant, Larry

Defensive Backs
 Cornerbacks
  #24 ....Bartell, Ron
  #26 ....Murphy, Jerome
  #31 ....King, Justin
  #32 ....Fletcher, Bradley
  #35 ....Dockery, Kevin

 Safeties
  #21 ....Atogwe, Oshiomogho “O.J.”
  #30 ....Payne, Kevin
  #37 ....Butler, James
  #43 ....Dahl, Craig
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Kickers
  #3 ......Brown, Josh

Punters
  #5 ...... Jones, Donnie

Long Snappers
  #45 ....Massey, Chris



A.J. Feeley
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Quarterbacks

QB #4

Height: 6’ 3” Weight: 220 lbs. Age: 33 Year: 9 College: Oregon Draft: 2001: PHI - Round 5, 24th pick (155th overall)

2010 roster: QB - #4 Feeley, A.J.

4

A strange nexus exists between the 
Rams former and current coaching re-
gimes and their backup quarterbacks of  
choice. Gus Frerotte worked with Scott 
Linehan in Minnesota. When Linehan 
took the offensive coordinator job with 
the Dolphins 
in 2005, he 
brought in Fr-
erotte to replace 
none other than 
A.J. Feeley, who 
the Dolphins 
brought in to be 
their starting QB the season before. In 
2009, the Rams tried to bring back Fr-
erotte as their backup; he retired instead. 
The Rams signed A.J. Feeley to a two-
year contract this spring, making him 
their backup to a starting QB yet to be 
decided. 

Why bring up this trivia? Because 
what else are you going to say about A.J. 
Feeley?

Feeley knows Pat Shurmur, his former 
QB coach in Philadelphia, and his brand 
of  the West Coast offense. Installing 

a new system was one of  many factors 
slowing down the Rams’ offense in 2009, 
and Feeley can tutor Sam Bradford ahed 
of  his inevitable takeover. He will prob-
ably even start the 2010 season keeping 
that spot under Jason Brown warm for 

Bradford un-
til the coaches 
feel comfort-
able starting the 
future. Don’t 
expect much 
from a 33-year-
old who hasn’t 

seen a regular season snap since 2007. 
Of  course, backup quarterbacks for 1-15 
teams have bigger roles to play.

Career Stats (2001-2007)
G ........ GS ...... Record ....... Cmp .......Att .........Cmp% ......... Yds .........TDs....... INTs ........Y/A .........Y/G
23 ........ 15 ..........7-8 ........... 372 ........665 ..........55.94 .........4,070 .........27............29 ........... 6.12 .......176.96

“I have a goal, I have ambitions, I want to 
win games ... and I want to play.” Feeley said. 
“When you’re a guy in this league, that’s all 
you look for: an opportunity to compete.”

St. Louis Rams’  Spagnuolo says Feeley is No. 1 QB ... for now
 by Bill Coats, St. Louis Post-Dispatch - May 21, 2010

Just the Facts

In his senior season, Feeley backed up future #3 overall 
draft pick Joey Harrington at the University of  Oregon. 
Harrington, who most recently played with the New 
Orleans Saints, is currently an unsigned free agent.

http://www.stltoday.com/stltoday/sports/stories.nsf/rams/story/8CA94E99B2A5BE4E8625772A00024723?OpenDocument


Sam Bradford
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Quarterbacks

QB #8

Height: 6’ 4” Weight: 236 lbs. Age: 22 Year: R College: Oklahoma Draft: 2010: STL - Round 1, 1st pick (1st overall)

2010 roster: QB - #8 Bradford, S.

8

The NFL is a passing league, at least for the 
immediate future, and teams that win consistently 
require a steady, sure hand at quarterback. The 
Rams needed one to have any hope of  improv-
ing their league-worst offense and start winning 
games with more regularity.

Despite some heated debate, Bradford fit the 
bill for a quarterback 

drafted first over-
all. Any analysis 
of  Bradford has 
to start with his 
accuracy. After 
redshirting his 

2006 season at OU, 
he took the reins the 
next season, earning 
All-American hon-

ors and setting a school record with his 176.53 
passing efficiency rating and an NCAA record 
for freshmen with 36 touchdown passes. He was 
even better in 2008, throwing 50 touchdown 
passes and accumulating more than 4,700 yards. 
It’s worth noting that OU ran out of  the shotgun 
only about 50 percent of  the time, taking a more 
blended approach to their offense than most of  
the school’s Big 12 counterparts. 

Of  course, accuracy was hardly the only trait 
that will make Sam Bradford the highest paid 
player in the NFL. He posssess the other tools 
teams look for in a pro quarterback: tall, athletic, 
able to scramble and still make a play, and a solid 
arm that can make all of  the throws. He also has a 
pretty good command of  the action on the field. 

GM Billy Devaney and the coaching staff  
put Bradford’s character under the microscope 
and liked what they saw. There was of  course 
the story of  his recovery from shoulder surgery, 
in which he spent 12 hour days rehabbing and 
bulking up to answer questions about his durabil-
ity. Game film made no secret of  his accuracy, 
but the Rams front office spent just as much time 
assessing his presence in the huddle. He passed 
those tests with flying colors, giving the Rams the 
confidence to put the future of  their franchise on 
his fully healed shoulders.

It will be a shock if  Bradford starts in week 
one. Steve Spagnuolo is on record with his en-
dorsement of  the method used by Andy Reid for 
Donovan McNabb, which saw the former Eagles 
starter take over in the second half  of  the season. 
Pay attention to the date that Bradford does take 
over because it will represents the final turning 
point in the Rams rebuilding process.

Career Stats at Oklahoma (2007-2009)
G ...........GS ....... Record .......Cmp ....... Att ......Cmp% .......Yds ....... TDs ....... INTs .........Y/A ..........Y/G
31 .......... 31 ..........24-7 ...........604 ........ 893 .......67.64 ...... 8,403 ........ 88 ............16 ............ 9.41 ........271.06



Thaddeus Lewis
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Quarterbacks

QB #12

Height: 6’ 0” Weight: 215 lbs. Age: 22 Year: R College: Duke Draft: Undrafted

2010 roster: QB - #12 Lewis, T.

You can be excused for your igno-
rance of  Duke University’s football pro-
gram. However, we do recommend that 
you familiarize yourself  with 
the impressive college career 
of  Thaddeus Lewis. Under the 
tutelage of  David Cutcliffe, the 
college coach who worked with a 
couple of  guys named Manning 
when they were students so 
long ago, Lewis put up impres-
sive numbers and set school and ACC 
records. He threw for 3,330 yards, 20 
TDs and 8 INTs last season with a 61 
percent completion rate. 

Lewis is 6’1” which puts him on the 
small side for an NFL quarterback. 
More challenging than that is just how 
much time the Rams will have for a 

Career Stats at Duke (2006-2009)
G ............GS ...... Record ..... Cmp ........Att .......Cmp% ...... Yds .........TDs ...... INTs .......Y/A ..............Y/G
47 ............46 ........ 10-37 ....... 877 ....... 1,510 ......58.08 .....10,068 ........67 ........... 40 .........6.67 ...........264.95

Duke alumni in the NFL*

 - Thaddeus Lewis, STL - QB (‘10)
 - Ayanga Okpokowuruk, NYG - DE (‘10)
 - Eron Riley, BAL - WR (‘09)
 - Patrick Bailey, PIT - QB (‘08)
 - Ryan Fowler, NYJ - LB (‘04)
 - Patrick Mannelly, CHI - LS (‘98)

* subject to change at any moment

developmental prospect on a roster that 
includes another rookie QB and a second 
year QB from a DII school. Either way, 
the Rams have a good track record late-
ly of  finding some of  the most talented 
players among the lesser-known pros-
pects at the QB position. What remains 
to be seen is just how much they can get 
out of  players like Lewis and Null.

“I keep telling everybody that there’s not 90 quarterbacks in the world 
better than Thad Lewis. He can help somebody’s team in the NFL. 
You look at 30 teams having three quarterbacks, Thad is a good foot-
ball player and should end up playing in that league in some role.”

Lewis’  offensive coordinator at Duke, Kurt Roper in Duke’s Roper: Lewis belongs in the NFL
by Heather Dinich, ESPN ACC blog - Feb. 12, 201012

http://www.espn.go.com/blog/acc/post?id=9625
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Running Backs

HB #34

Height: 5’ 10” Weight: 219 lbs. Age: 27 Year: 4 College: Alabama Draft: 2007: TB - Round 7, 36th pick (246th overall)

2010 roster: HB - #34 Darby, K.

34

Billy Devaney plucked 
Darby from the Atlanta Fal-
cons’ practice squad during 
the 2008 season, when the 
Rams needed some help to 
shore up their running back 
situation with Steven Jackson 
ailing. Darby found a niche 
primarily as a third down 
back. He came to camp with 
big expectations last season, enough that the 
Rams never really found a true backup for the 
Steven Jackson, thinking that Darby might 
just be enough. 

He was limited in his duty, just 27 car-
ries, and failed to become “enough” establish 
himself  as the team’s answer behind Jackson. 
Darby proved most useful as a pass catching 

option out of  the backfield; he 
really should have been used 
more in that role given the 
number of  times the Rams 
found themselves 3, 4 and 5 
yards from a first down. Un-
fortunately, the team seemed 
to always find a way to feed 
Gado the ball exactly when 
they shouldn’t have. 

A spot on the 53-man roster is no lock 
out of  camp this season. The Rams will look 
closely at what last year’s seventh-round pick 
Chris Ogbonnaya can do in a similar role. 
Nevertheless, Darby has the talent to be a 
useful role player, and if  Pat Shurmur can get 
the offense functioning again, Darby could get 
a boost with more work as a receiving option. 

Career Stats (2007-2009)
G ..........GS ......Yds ...... Att ..... Y/A .... Y/G .... TDs ....Long .... Rec ...RecYds ...Y/R . RecTDs ....Fumb
27 ...........1 ........ 301 ....... 61 .......4.93.....11.15 .......0 ..........51 .........39 ....... 295 .....10.17 .......0 ....................1

In 2009 if  the 51 yard run that (Darby) had off  of  a fake punt is taken away he 
averaged a measly 3.88 yards per carry. Which is below what is expected of  a 
starting running back in the NFL of  at least 4.0 yards per carry.  All in all ad-
vanced NFL stats probably exemplifies what Kenneth Darby is, he is guy who 
will not lose you the game, which is shown by a WPA of  -0.03 and an EPA of  2.6.

A Look at the  Tentative 2010 Roster
by FaulkFan, Turf  Show Times - May 20, 2010

Umpire Garth DeFelice 1, Darby 0

http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/5/20/1481056/a-look-at-the-tentative-2010-roster


Steven Jackson
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Running Backs

HB #39

Height: 6’ 2” Weight: 236 lbs. Age: 27 Year: 7 College: Oregon St. Draft: 2004: STL - Round 1, 24th pick (24th overall)

2010 roster: HB - #39 Jackson, S.

39

Steven Jackson had his breakthrough 
season in 2006. Last year, he broke out 
again, emerging as a veteran leader on 
the field and in the locker room where 
most of  his teammates could recall 
watching Jackson’s actual breakout dur-
ing their formative years. In essence, 
Steven Jackson became the face of  the St. 
Louis Rams in 2009. 

It is no small feat that Jackson cement-
ed his place as one of  the league’s elite 
runners surrounded by mostly marginal 
talent. However, the rebuilding effort be-
ing coordinated should pay bigger divi-
dends for Jackson this season. The Rams 
made a big investment in their offensive 
line for 2009, bringing in a stalwart for 
the middle and drafting a replacement 
for Orlando Pace. They also acquired FB 
Mike Karney to beef  up the run blocking. 
As the line builds on the success it tasted 
briefly last season and if  the Rams can 
start making things happen in the pass-
ing game, fans can expect elite numbers 
from Jackson.

Poor offensive lines and a big target 

on his back for defenses 
have left Jackson vulner-
able to injury over 
the years. The 15 
games he 
started 

last year 
were the most since 
2006. Jackson needs to stay 
injury free in 2010, not only 
for his stats, but for the Rams 
to have a chance to put more than 
a single notch in the win column. 

Career Stats (2004-2009)
G ..........GS ......Yds ...... Att ..... Y/A .... Y/G .... TDs ....Long .... Rec ...RecYds ...Y/R . RecTDs ....Fumb
84 ......... 72 ..... 6,707... 1,548 ....4.33.....79.85 ..... 41 .........59 ....... 281 .....2,287 .... 8.14 ........7 ................. 20



Karney represents Devaney’s abil-
ity to find important component players 
through free agency. After investing sub-
stantially in the offensive line, the Rams 
added Karney to be Steven Jackson’s 
road grader. It worked. Karney turns 
29 this summer, and it is fair to ask how 
much he has left. Physical players like 
that tend to have shorter shelf  lives.

Mike Karney
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Running Backs

FB #44

Height: 5’ 11” Weight: 250 lbs. Age: 29 Year: 7 College: Arizona St. Draft: 2004: NO - Round 5, 24th pick (156th overall)

2010 roster: HB - #44 Karney, M.

44

The Rams signed Karney to a three-
year contract, after the Saints moved 
away from having a traditional fullback 
as part of  their offense. You may remem-
ber the Rams trying something similar 
under Scott Linehan, jettisoning Madi-
son Hedgecock and using a second round 
pick on hybrid back Brian Leonard.

Career Stats (2004-2009)
G ..........GS ......Yds ...... Att ..... Y/A .... Y/G .... TDs ....Long .... Rec ...RecYds ...Y/R . RecTDs ....Fumb
89 ......... 54 ........ 87 ........ 41 .......2.12......0.98 ........5 ..........10 .........59 ....... 311 ...... 5.27 ........2 ....................0

Just the Facts

- The New Orleans Saints released Karney on March 
5, 2009, the day of  his wedding rehearsal dinner.
- Karney was drafted by the Saints with the 156th 
pick in the 2004 NFL Draft.  Two picks later, the St. 
Louis Rams selected safety Jason Shivers, Karney’s 
teammate at Arizona St.

The injuries of Mike Karney*

* Obviously, these are only the injuries which have been publicized. 
I’m sure there are many others which are known only to a privileged few.

Webbed fingers?

Knee - Nov. 14, 2008 Calf  - Sep. 15, 2006

Ankle - Sep. 26, 2008

Neck - Dec. 4, 2009

http://o.seattletimes.nwsource.com/html/sports/2008848073_karney13.html


Brandon Gibson
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Wide Receivers

WR #11

Height: 6’ 0” Weight: 210 lbs. Age: 22 Year: 2 College: Washington St. Draft: 2009: PHI - Round 6, 21st pick (194th overall)

2010 roster: WR - #11 Gibson, B.

11

Acquired from the Eagles in the mid-sea-
son Will Witherspoon trade, Brandon Gib-
son became a touchstone of  hope for the fu-
ture. His debut 
with the Rams 
came in a tight 
game against 
the Saints, 
a game the 
Rams almost 
won thanks in 
part to Gib-
son’s 7 catches 
for 93 yards. 
After that 
results were a 
mixed bag for 
him, with the 
typical rookie foibles occurring at about the 
same pace as the flashes of  productivity. 

A rookie wide receiver playing in an 
unsettled offense can be forgiven for being 
less than perfect, though, and with some 
consistency and another year to learn the 
playbook Gibson gives the Rams a physical 
player with solid hands who could become a 
nice possession type. He also showed some 

Career Stats (2009)
G .............GS ............. Rec ............R/G ............Yds ...........Y/R ...........Y/G ...........TD ...........Long....Fumb
10 ............. 4 ............... 34 ............. 3.40 ............348 ..........10.24 ......... 34.80 ............. 1 ................ 23 .............. 2

Acquired from the Eagles in the Will Witherspoon 
trade, Gibson came on strong in his Rams debut against 
the mighty Saints with a 7 catch, 93 yard performance. 
His followed his impressive debut showing some of 
the typical rookie foibles, dropping passes and strug-
gling with coverage and his routes. Still, the rookie 
flashed glimpses of some nice hands and much need-
ed YAC ability... Fans and coaches will be eagerly 
watching what Gibson does at OTAs, camp and the 
preseason. He looks like a guy with lots of promise.

Rams review: Wide Receivers
 by VanRam, Turf  Show Times - Jan. 12, 2010

ability to pick up yards after the catch, am 
essential trait for the West Coast offense at 
the foundation of  the Rams playbook. Obvi-

ously, Gibson 
had some 
exposure to 
that playbook 
thanks to his 
time with the 
Eagles, who 
signed the 
Washington 
State product 
as an undraft-
ed rookie free 
agent. That 
explains some 
of  the success 

he had in the Rams offense early on, but it 
should not overshadow the fact that Gibson 
has good on-field instincts. 

Gibson is another example of  the poten-
tial the Rams have in their young recievers.

http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/1/12/1245322/rams-review-wide-receivers


Keenan Burton
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WR #14

Height: 6’ 0” Weight: 206 lbs. Age: 25 Year: 3 College: Kentucky Draft: 2008: STL - Round 4, 29th pick (128th overall)

2010 roster: WR - #14 Burton, K.

Oft-injured, the Kentucky product 
has played in just 22 games since being 
drafted in the fourth round of  the 2008 
NFL Draft. Seperating 
Burton from his injury 
history poses a diffi-
cult challenge, leaving 
his college scouting 
reports as still the 
most authoritative 
voice on his potential. 
And just what is his potential?

Burton looks like an acceptable pos-
session receiver. He has steady hands 
and the physical ability to nab the ball in 

traffic. A lack of  speed limits his ability 
to get much seperation and those all pre-
cious yards after the catch.

This is undoubtedly 
a make or break year 
for Keenan Burton.

Career Stats (2008-2009)
G .............GS ............. Rec ............R/G ............Yds ...........Y/R ...........Y/G ...........TD ...........Long....Fumb
22 ............. 7 ............... 38 ............. 5.43 ............425 ..........11.18 ......... 19.32 ............. 1 ................ 30 .............. 0

Burton’s career records at UK

 - 4th in receptions
 - 2nd in rec. yards,
 - 2nd in TDs
 - 4th in all-purpose yards

For Burton, any fears of  long term damage were alleviated much quicker than ex-
pected. Within the first two months of  his rehab, Burton had regained full flexibility. His 
doctors told him it would be more like four or five. 

“Some people never get it at all but I was able to get all of  mine,” Burton said.

Burton Ahead of  Schedule
by Nick Wagoner, stlouisrams.com - June 3, 2010

http://www.stlouisrams.com/article/79419/


Danny Amendola
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Wide Receivers

WR #16

Height: 5’ 11” Weight: 186 lbs. Age: 24 Year: 2 College: Texas Tech Draft: Undrafted

2010 roster: WR - #16 Amendola, D.

16Career Stats (2009)
G ............ GS ............. Rec ........... R/G ............Yds ........... Y/R .......... Y/G ............TD .........Long ......Fumb
14 ............. 2 ................ 43 .............3.07 ............326 ............7.58 ..........23.29 ............. 1 .............. 25 ................ 4

KR ..... KR Yds .....Yds/KR ....KR TDs .. KR Long .......PR .........PR Yds .....Yds/PR ..PR TDs ........PR 
Long

The Rams have managed to find a few sol-
id contributors among the detritus of  players 
on practice squads and left off  rosters all to-
gether. Of  course, Amendola was not plucked 
from just any roster, he 
was a member of  the 
Eagles practice squad, 
a de facto second prac-
tice squad for the Rams 
recently. His career 
began on the Dallas 
practice squad the year 
before, where he gained 
more NFL exposure 
for being featured on 
HBO’s Hard Knocks 
than he did as produc-
tive member of  Texas Tech’s spread offense. 

Though he worked well out of  the slot, 
Amendola’s real impact came on special 
teams where he gave the Rams something 
they had been missing for years: a bona fide 
kick returner. He started returning kicks in 
week three. By season’s end, he had returned 
66 kicks and 31 punts for averages of  24.5 

yards and 11.6 yards, respectively. That’s the 
best yards-per-return average of  any Rams 
KR with more than 30 returns since Tony 
Horne in 1999. It’s also a team record for the 

number of  returns. As 
a receiver, Amendola 
held his own, catch-
ing 68 percent of  the 
passes throw to him 
(43 catches, 63 targets), 
the highest catch rate 
of  any regular receiver 
last year. 

This season, Amen-
dola will have compe-
tition for his KR job 
from this year’s fourth 

round pick WR Mardy Gilyard.

Amendola v. Welker
The tale of the tape

Danny Amendola ......Name ............... Wes Welker
5’11” ...............................Ht. .................................5’9”
186 lbs. ......................... Wt. ..........................185 lbs.
Texas Tech ................College ............... Texas Tech
204-2,246-15 .......College Stats* ...... 259-3,069-21
4.38 ................ Pre-NFL 40-Time** ................ 4.65

* Career stats listed as Receptions -Yards-TDs
** 40-yd dash times taken from Texas Tech pro days



Donnie Avery
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WR #17

Height: 5’ 11” Weight: 183 lbs. Age: 26 Year: 3 College: Houston Draft: 2009: STL - Round 2, 2nd pick (33rd overall)

2010 roster: WR - #17 Avery, D.

17Career Stats (2008-2009)
G .............GS ............. Rec ............R/G ............Yds ...........Y/R ...........Y/G ...........TD ...........Long....Fumb
31 ............ 28 ............. 100 ............ 3.23 ...........1263 .........12.63 ......... 40.74 ............. 8 ................ 69 .............. 2

The Rams second round choice in 2008 
heads into his third season with Rams as 
the grand old man of  the team’s receiv-
ers. The youth and potential of  this group 
has fans expecting a better passing 
game in 2010. Struggles with 
injury and a bad offense 
around him have hidden 
the fact that Avery has 
actually been pretty 
good in his first two 
years of  professional football. He’s also 
played through injuries, which is to his 
credit as well as his detriment on the stat 
sheet. As a rookie, he had close to 700 
yards and has a total of  more than 1200 
with 8 TDs. He had 5 scores last year, 
which you may have completely forgotten 
about in the midst of  the team’s offensive 
struggles. 

Avery is at his best working on the 
outside and deep.  A mix of  three differ-

ent quarterbacks targeted Avery 97 times 
last season, the most of  any receiver, and 
29 percent of  those targets came on deep 
balls, with Avery more than 15 yards past 

the line of  scrimmage. That forced 
Avery to fight through tighter, 

more physical coverage rath-
er than beat safeties deep 

with his speed. Part of  
his success as a rookie 
can be credited to his 

success on the 35 precent of  deep balls that 
came his way. A healthy Laurent Robinson 
and a more acquainted Brandon Gibson 
should allow the Rams to use him deep on 
more often this year. 

His offseason has been dedicated to add-
ing bulk to his frame, having crossed the 
200 lbs threshold. That should cut down 
on the injuries. This is year three for Avery 
and the second year in Pat Shurmur’s of-
fense. Expectations are naturally high.

Just the Facts

Avery was the 2008 recipient of  the Carol Rosenbloom Award, the Rams’ Rookie of  the Year Award.  
He was the first recipient to win the award after not being drafted in the first round since Pisa Tinoisa-
moa in 2003.  Chris Long, the #2 overall selection in the 2008 NFL Draft, came in second in the voting.



Laurent Robinson
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WR #19

Height: 6’ 2” Weight: 197 lbs. Age: 25 Year: 4 College: Illinois St. Draft: 2007: ATL- Round 3, 11th pick (75th overall)

2010 roster: WR - #19 Robinson, L.

19Career Stats (2007-2009)
G .............GS ............. Rec ............R/G ............Yds ...........Y/R ...........Y/G ...........TD ...........Long....Fumb
24 ............. 9 ............... 55 ............. 2.29 ............656 ..........11.93 ......... 27.33 ............. 2 ................ 74 .............. 1

Few blinked an eye when Devaney 
swapped late round picks with the Falcons for 
Robinson. Impressions of  Robinson started to 
change as camp 
went on and he 
played his way 
into a starting 
job. Entering 
his fourth year 
in the league, 
the Illinois 
State product is 
being counted 
on as the Rams top receiver. 

Is Robinson a number one receiver? He 
looked the part in three games with the Rams 
last season when he racked up 167 yards on 
13 receptions, even scoring one of  the Rams 
rare touchdowns. He was targeted 22 times, 
before being injured late in the first half  of  
the Rams week three blowout at the hands of  
the Packers, a game Bulger left early too. That 
piece of  trivia bears repeating because Boller 
threw four passes Robinson’s direction, com-
pleting just one.

 As far as the rest of  his skill set, he has 
the speed and the physical style of  play to get 

off  his blocks and find an opening Those stats 
reflected the promise Robinson flashed in his 
rookie year with the Falcons before a coaching 

change wrote 
him out of  the 
script in the 
dirty south. 

None of  
Robinson’s 
potential will 
reach fruition 
if  he cannot 
stay healthy 

this season. If  Robinson does stay on the field, 
he could quickly establish a connect with Sam 
Bradford, helping both of  their careers.

Has he hit “the wall?”
Standard 16-game season

Year 1 - 2007 (15 gms)

Year 2 - 2008 (6 gms)

Year 3 - 2009 (3 gms)

What we saw from Robinson did everything to con-
vince Rams fans he could be a viable wide receiver in 
the NFL, but did nothing to dispel the notion that 
Robinson is injury prone.  Robinson has been un-
able to stay healthy in his first 3 seasons in the NFL, 
can the Rams rely on Robinson in 2010 and beyond?

Who to Keep: WR
by Jeff  Roman, Rams Gab - Jan. 6, 2010

http://www.ramsgab.com/2010/01/06/who-to-keep-wr/


Mardy Gilyard
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WR #81

Height: 6’ 0” Weight: 187 lbs. Age: 23 Year: R College: Cincinnati Draft: 2010: STL - Round 4, 1st pick (99th overall)

2010 roster: WR - #81 Gilyard, M.

81

Horatio Alger might not have made it 
after living in his car and working four 
jobs to get himself  back in school at the 
University 
of  Cincinnati 
and back on 
the football 
field after los-
ing his schol-
arship. Mardy 
Gilyard did 
just that, 
earning All-
American and 
All-Big East 
honors his se-

Career Stats at Cincinnati (2005, 2007-2009)
G ............ GS ............. Rec ........... R/G ............Yds ........... Y/R .......... Y/G ............TD .........Long ......Fumb
47 ............34 .............. 204 ............4.34 ..........3,003 .........14.72 .........63.89 ............25 ............. 76 ................ 0

KR ..... KR Yds .....Yds/KR ....KR TDs .. KR Long .......PR .........PR Yds .....Yds/PR ..PR TDs ........PR 
Long

Unlike many other return specialists, Gilyard’s prom-
ise as a receiver is very high. Despite the lack of  top 
end speed, Gilyard is a threat down the field because 
of  his ability to make the difficult catch with a cover 
man draped all over him. He will do most of  his damage 
as a short and intermediate receiving option because 
he can find the tight windows and make those tough 
catches. Once he has the ball in his hands, all bets are 
off  as he will prove to be a threat to score every time.

Mardy Gilyard NFL Draft scouting report
by Mocking Dan, Mocking the Draft - Mar. 12, 2010

nior season. Now the living embodiment 
of  the “four pillars” gets the chance to 
write the next chapter in a championship 

biography. 
Gilyard 

jukes, shifts 
and sees the 
field like a 
running back 
which freezes 
defenders and 
gives him im-
pressive af-
ter-the-catch 
ability, the 
gold standard 

in the Rams West Coast offense. Though 
lacks the size, consistent hands and route 
running skills of  receivers picked before 
him in the draft, Gilyard can overcome 
some of  his weaknesses thanks to a tire-
less a work ethic and dedication. Kick 
and punt returns could be another op-
portunity for him to shine as a rookie.

http://www.mockingthedraft.com/2010/3/12/1361424/mardy-gilyard-nfl-draft-scouting


 

Daniel Fells
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TE #46

Height: 6’ 4” Weight: 272 lbs. Age: 26 Year: 4 College: UC-Davis Draft: Undrafted

2010 roster: TE - #46 Fells, D.

46

Fans embraced Fells after a 36-yard 
touch down catch on a fake field goal in 
the team’s win over the Lions, their only 
win of  the season. Having carved out his 
spot in the already infamous 2009 season, 
fans were shocked when the Rams front 
office did not tender him a restricted 
free agent contract. The Patriots courted 
Fells, but the Rams brought him back into 
the fold with a one-year contract loaded 
with incentives. 

The team would like to see Fells break 
out and earn those incentives this sea-
son. This will be his fourth season in the 
league, and his first real shot at serious 
playing time with Randy McMichael out 
of  the picture. The top of  the depth chart 
probably isn’t the right spot for Fells 
though. He owns a set of   good hands 
(60% catch rate this season) and possesses 
the size to create mismatches against 
smaller linebackers. What he lacks is the 
speed to expand his role as a receiving 
threat, and as such is limited to the more 
traditional TE role of  blocking and check 
downs, though his strengths make him a 
legitimate target in the end zone.

Career Stats (2008-2009)
G .............GS ............. Rec ............R/G ............Yds ...........Y/R ...........Y/G ...........TD ...........Long....Fumb
26 ............. 5 ............... 28 ............. 1.08 ............354 ..........12.64 ......... 13.62 ............. 3 ................ 36 .............. 1

Alumni from UC-Davis currently 
active in the NFL

 - J.T. O’Sullivan, CIN - QB (‘02)
 - Daniel Fells, STL - TE (‘06)
 - Johnathan Compas, TB - OG (‘09)

Six degrees of Daniel Fells...to himself

Daniel Fells 

played football at the same 
college (UC-Davis) as...

J.T. O’Sullivan

who once played for the...

Jake Elway

who is the father of...

John Elway

who was part owner of the 
AFL’s Colorado Crush with...

Stan Kroenke

the Frankfurt Galaxy

the first coach of whom was...

who is a part owner of the St. Louis Rams,
a current player on whose roster is...

http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/1695/J_T_O'Sullivan
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/78044/Jonathan_Compas


Billy Bajema
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TE #47

Height: 6’ 4” Weight: 259 lbs. Age: 27 Year: 6 College: Oklahoma St. Draft: 2005: SF - Round 7, 35th pick (249th overall)

2010 roster: TE - #47 Bajema, B.

47

Like Karney, Bajema was brought in as 
a role player, an in-line blocker, and has 
worked out well. Coaches even pressed 
him into duty at fullback when Karney 
was injured. His 8 receptions last year 
were a career high, revealing more about 
the Rams lack of  playmakers than his 
ability to catch passes. 

2009 Season: 8 receptions, 94 yards
The Rams signed Bajema as their blocking TE, part of  their effort to upgrade 
blocking up front. The move worked. Bajema proved himself  to be a useful con-
tributor, and until the OL started to suffer injuries, the Rams QBs had time in 
the pocket. He even subbed for FB Mike Karney some. Pat Shurmur even made 
use of  Bajema’s hands a few times. 
Contract Status: Signed through 2011
Outlook: Bajema will be 27 when the season starts. He’s a solid, important 
young role player whose contributions will always fly under the radar.
2009 Grade: A

Rams review: Tight End
by VanRam, Turf  Show Times - Jan. 18, 2010

Career Stats (2005-2009)
G .............GS ............. Rec ............R/G ............Yds ...........Y/R ...........Y/G ...........TD ...........Long....Fumb
77 ............ 30 .............. 15 ............. 0.19 ............182 ..........12.13 .......... 2.36 .............. 0 ................ 29 .............. 0

Just the Facts

 - In the two picks following San Francisco’s se-
lection of  Bajema, the St. Louis Rams drafted QB 
Ryan Fitzpatrick, out of  Harvard, and FB Madi-
son Hedgecock, out of  North Carolina.

Fitzpatrick is currently a Buffalo Bill while 
Hedgecock is a member of  the New York Giants.

http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/1/18/1256573/rams-review-tight-end


Fendi Onobun
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TE #48

Height: 6’ 6” Weight: 252 lbs. Age: 23 Year: R College: Houston Draft: 2010: STL - Round 6, 1st pick (170th overall)

2010 roster: TE - #48 Onobun, F.

48

The other tight end drafted by the Rams 
this year, Onobun’s all about potential. He 
was a four year basketball player at Arizona 
who enrolled in grad school at Houston and 
joined the football team. He didn’t see tons 
of  work as an offensive regular, but he did 
have moments to flash his amazing athletic 
potential.

You don’t have to look very far to find 
NFL success stories of  NFL tight ends who 
started out as college basketball players.

If  the Rams can develop Onobun, they’ll 
have an incredibly talented player on their 
hands. Fendi expects to contribute on spe-
cial teams right away, where he saw plenty 
of  work in college. 

The coaching staff  obviously signed off  on this one - Billy Devaney doesn’t 
just draft this athlete unless the coaches were convinced he has enough raw 
ability and enough of  a coachable disposition that they can teach the kid how 
to play the position. Having walked on at Houston, he’s at least shown the abil-
ity to set and achieve goals for himself. He’ll need to bring that with him if  he 
wants to have a chance of  getting on the football field one day. 

If  Fendi Onobun can find a way to utilize his  sub-4.5 speed, he could grow 
into one of  Sam Bradford’s weapons for years to come.

St. Louis Rams 2010 Draft Report: Fendi Onobun
by CoachConnors, Turf  Show Times - Apr. 26, 2010

Career Stats at Houston (2009)
G .............GS ............. Rec ............R/G ............Yds ...........Y/R ...........Y/G ...........TD ...........Long....Fumb
11 ............. 1 ................ 2 .............. 0.18 ............. 33 ...........16.50 .......... 3.00 .............. 1 ................ 18 ........N/A

Just the Facts

Onobun is part of  a recent outburst of  NFL-level talent from Houston.  In 2007, QB Kevin Kolb headed 
to Philadelphia as the eventual heir to Donovan McNabb.  In the 2008 NFL Draft, both WR Donnie Avery 
and OT Sebastian Vollmer, now a Patriot, were snapped up in the 2nd round.  Houston has a chance of  
producing a first-round pick in current Cougar QB Case Keenum.  

http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/4/26/1445165/st-louis-rams-2010-draft-report


Michael Hoomanawanui
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Tight Ends

TE #86

Height: 6’ 4” Weight: 264 lbs. Age: 22 Year: R College: Illinois Draft: 2010: STL - Round 5, 1st pick (132nd overall)

2010 roster: TE - #86 Hoomanawanui, M.

86

A lot of  fans were surprised when 
the Rams made “Uh Oh”  
the first pick of  the 
fifth round. The Illi-
nois product comes 
to the team with few 
questions about his 
blocking ability.

In fact, his 
blocking skills earned 
him the “blocking 
specialist” label 
which made the 
fifth round pick 
such a head 
scratcher to 
draft watch-
ers since the Rams already have Billy 
Bajema under contract. 

Uh Oh can do more than just block 
as he reminded everyone with a spec-
tacular one-handed grab in OTAs this 
spring. In case you hadn’t noticed, the 
Rams had trouble scoring touchdowns 
last season, which can happen when a 

team has so few player to create match-
up challenges for opposing defenses.

Yes, Uh Oh figures to see plenty of  
blocking work in two tight end sets 
and other configurations, but he also 
has potential as a red zone weapon for 
the Rams, someone who can get the 
ball when defenses lock in on Steven 
Jackson, Donnie Avery and Laurent 
Robinson.

Career Stats at Illinois (2006-2009)
G .............GS ............. Rec ............R/G ............Yds ...........Y/R ...........Y/G ...........TD ...........Long....Fumb
31 ............ 18 .............. 40 ............. 1.29 ............490 ..........12.25 ......... 15.81 ............. 4 ................ 30 ........N/A

2009 Preseason Mackey Award nominee

  The Mackey Award is 
given annually to “the 

most outstanding tight 
end in Division I-A col-
lege football.”  In 2009, it 
was given to Florida Gator 
Aaron Hernandez, now a 
New England Patriot.
  Of  the 20 tight ends 
taken in the 2010 NFL 
Draft, only 11 were pre-
season Mackey Award 
finalists.



Adam Goldberg
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Offensive Linemen

OT #73

Height: 6’ 7” Weight: 309 lbs. Age: 29 Year: 7 College: Wyoming Draft: Undrafted

2010 roster: OT - #73 Goldberg, A.

73

The University of  Wyoming product has 
been an important part of  the Rams offensive 
line thanks to his versatility.  Most of  his work 
has come at OT, mainly on the right side.

Goldberg is a suitable backup at OT, but 
he plays much better as a guard and could be a 
starter there. His chances at the starting guard 
job on the right side depend entirely on the 
offensive tackle situation, i.e. how good other 
potential backups can be in that role.

Just the Facts

- Goldberg is one of  two remaining offensive 
linemen from the 2004 Rams’ O-line.  The other is 
C Mark Setterstrom.

- Goldberg spent three years with the Minne-
sota Vikings (2003-2005) before the Rams traded a 
seventh-round draft pick for him.

- Goldberg, and VanRam, went to the same il-
lustrious school, the University of  Wyoming.  An-
other alumni of  note: Miss Wyoming 2010 Claire 
Schreiner.  As we all well know, Schreiner was the 
first Wyoming contestant to place since 1986 (and 
only the 2nd ever).  Bravo, Ms. Schreiner.

Wyoming guys 
are hot!

Gawrsh!

SBNation scouting report
Assets

Flaws

A solid physical presence along the line. Moves well, 
can punch his way through the line or protect his 
quarterback. Has good power.

Not an instinctive player. Doesn’t read blitzes well. 
Sometimes slow to react, he can get burned on 
both sides. 

Other notable Goldbergs

Bill*Whoopi Adam, other Johann Gottlieb

*Two decades ago, Bill Goldberg was drafted by the Rams.  No, seriously.

Career Stats (2004-2009)
G ...................GS ............ False Starts .......... Holding .........Pen. Yds .........Sacks Allowed ....... Sack Yards
80 .................. 42 .....................17..........................6 .................... 170 ..................... 19.00 ........................ 122.50

http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/3222/Adam_Goldberg
http://www.nfl.com/draft/history/fulldraft?season=1990#round11


Rodger Saffold
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Offensive Linemen

OT #76

Height: 6’ 5” Weight: 318 lbs. Age: 22 Year: R College: Indiana Draft: 2010: STL - Round 2, 1st pick (33rd overall)

2010 roster: OT - #76 Saffold, R.

76

Like most draft picks, head coach Steve 
Spagnuolo will make Saffold earn a start-
ing job as the team’s right tackle, despite 
his status as a highly touted prospect.

Picking Saffold with the first pick of  
the second round surprised amateur and 
professional draft pundit alike; however, 
the chance to draft a bona fide talent for 
the offensive line was just too good to pass 
up for the Rams, who most certainly had 
an eye on parting ways with Alex Barron.

Saffold played left tackle in college, but 
fits the right tackle mold for the NFL as a 
sturdy run blocker who can get to the sec-
ond level and spring a running back free. 

Hit and miss
Offensive tackles drafted by the Rams in the top 3 

rounds in the last 20 years

 - 2010: Rodger Saffold, Indiana - 2nd rd., 1st pick (33rd overall)
 - 2009: Jason Smith, Baylor - 1st rd., 2nd pick (2nd overall)
 - 2008: John Greco, Toledo - 3rd rd., 2nd pick (65th overall)
 - 2005: Alex Barron, Florida St. - 1st rd., 19th pick (19th overall)
 - 1997: Orlando Pace, Ohio St. - 1st rd., 1st pick (1st overall)
 - 1995: Zach Weigert, Nebraska - 2nd rd., 6th pick (38th overall)
 - 1994: Wayne Gandy, Auburn - 1st rd., 15th pick (15th overall)

Pass blocking: Above Average pass 
blocker. He isn’t elite but he defi-
nitely holds his own. Gets back in his 
stance fast and shuffles his feet quick-
ly. Really, His quick feet make him 
a very promising pass blocker in a 
zone blocking scheme. He could seal 
off  the edge against some of  the best 
pass rushers in the Big 10. However, 
He isn’t an NFL ready pass blocker 
and seems to do better with help.

Run blocking: Really Good, Really 
struggles with bull rushing DL, 
but this could be due to his lack of  
strength. One thing I noticed is his 
ability to get to the second level 
which is promising. He just gets tan-
gled up at the line with bigger stron-
ger DL. However, his ability to get 
to the second level shows he could 
be a solid run blocker when he adds 
strength. He displayed very good run 
blocking in the Senior Bowl.

Rodger Saffold NFL Draft Scouting Report
by darwithabar, Mocking the Draft - Mar. 20, 2010

Career Stats at Indiana (2006-2009)
No credible source for collegiate offensive lineman statistics available

http://www.mockingthedraft.com/2010/3/20/1383104/roger-saffold-scouting-report


Jason Smith
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Offensive Linemen

OT #77

Height: 6’ 5” Weight: 307 lbs. Age: 24 Year: 2 College: Baylor Draft: 2009: STL - Round 1, 2nd pick (2nd overall)

2010 roster: OT - #77 Smith, J.

77

The Rams spent the better part of  the 
2008 offseason, and the better part of  their 
budget, rebuilding an offensive line rav-
aged by the scourges of  age, injury and 
neglect over the years. With the second 
overall pick in the draft the team picked 
Baylor OT Jason Smith, believing that the 
big athletic lineman would eventually re-
place the departed Orlando Pace.

Smith is loaded with athleticism, some-
thing you might expect for a converted 
tight end. Unlike the team’s last repalce-
ment for Pace, Alex Barron, nobody ques-
tion Smith’s dedication to the game as well 
as a mind for it. Smith found his way into 
the starting lineup on the right side by late 
in the preseason. As might be expected, 

early returns were mixed as he occasion-
ally struggled with the big, speedy pass 
rushers.

What impressed observers the most 
about Smith was that he rarely made the 
same mistake twice, and by the middle part 
of  the season he looked the part. Unfortu-
nately, his rookie season ended early with 
a concussion that he just could not shake, 
especially under the NFL’s tightened rules 
concerning head injuries. It was a big blow 
for fans who had seen way too many inju-
ries along the offensive line and gave Smith 
one more hurdle to cross, the dastardly oft-
injured label. This is a big season for Smith 
who must establish himself  on the left side 
protecting another big investment. 

Smith, J. Smith, A. Monroe, E. Oher, M.
Overall rating average per game played -0.2857 -0.1857 -0.6533 0.2188

Pass block average per game played -0.2000 0.2714 -0.8267 0.1563

Run block average per game played -0.0551 -0.2755 0.4733 0.5313

Penalty average per game played -0.0793 -0.1429 -0.2667 -0.5625

Overall rating average per snap played -0.0076 -0.0096 -0.0109 0.0033

Sacks-hits-pressures (total) 2-3-8 (13) 0-0-1 (1) 9-8-26 (43) 5-6-20 (31)

Comparing the 2009 first round tackles using Pro Football Focus ratings

Career Stats (2009)
G ...................GS ............ False Starts .......... Holding .........Pen. Yds .........Sacks Allowed ....... Sack Yards
8 ..................... 5 ....................... 1 ...........................0 ...................... 5 .........................2.00 ........................... 14.00

http://www.profootballfocus.com/by_player.php?tab=by_player&season=2009&page=3&surn=S&playerid=4925
http://www.profootballfocus.com/by_player.php?tab=by_player&season=2009&page=3&surn=S&playerid=4929
http://www.profootballfocus.com/by_player.php?tab=by_player&season=2009&page=4&surn=M&playerid=4931
http://www.profootballfocus.com/by_player.php?tab=by_player&season=2009&page=&surn=O&playerid=4946


Jacob Bell
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Offensive Linemen

OG #63

Height: 6’ 4” Weight: 300 lbs. Age: 29 Year: 7 College: Miami (OH) Draft: 2004: TEN - Round 5, 6th pick (138th overall)

2010 roster: OG - #63 Bell, J.

63

The former Tennessee Titan was the 
big free agent acquisition the year before 
Brown. Playing underweight and deal-
ing with injury, his start with the Rams 
fit well into the narrative of  a bleak 2008 
season. When practice started back up in 
his second year, Bell showed up to camp, 
personal chef  in tow, with an extra 15 
lbs on his frame. He righted a rough start 
with a solid effort in 2009.

Less mauler than athletic blocker, Bell 
played an important role in a rejuvenated 
offensive line until injury took its toll 
and the Rams lost Bell to IR with a torn 
hamstring suffered in week 14. Offseason 

In the spotlight today, St. Louis Rams guard Jacob Bell, who just underwent ar-
throscopic knee surgery that will keep him out of  action for 4-6 weeks. 

Bell got off  to a rough start after getting big free agent bucks from the Rams in 2008. 
Besides dealing with injuries, he was playing underweight and getting manhandled. How-
ever, the team made it perfectly clear that he had to change. He bulked up, even hired a 
personal chef, and got in shape during the 2009 offseason. It worked. Bell played much 
better last season, working with Jason Brown and a rotation of  Adam Goldberg and 
Richie Incognito to give the Rams a stout middle to their offensive line. 

Jacob Bell can’t catch a break
by VanRam, Turf  Show Times - May 19, 2010

arthroscopic surgery put him shelf  this 
spring, but the team is counting on to 
rebound from the routine procedure and 
slide right back into his starting job. 

Ups and downs
Bell’s performance in 4-week groups*

Weeks 1-4, 2008 ...............-2.60 ........................2 games played
Weeks 6-9, 2008 ...............-1.10 ........................4 games played
Weeks 10-13, 2008 .........+1.30 ......................4 games played
Weeks 14-17, 2008 .........+0.26 ......................3 games played
Weeks 1-4, 2009 ...............+0.53 ......................4 games played
Weeks 5-8, 2009 ...............+0.53 ......................4 games played
Weeks 10-13, 2009 .........-0.06 ........................4 games played
Weeks 14-17, 2009 .........-3.30 ..........................1 game played

* Average overall rating from Pro Football Focus

Career Stats (2004-2009)
G ...................GS ............ False Starts .......... Holding .........Pen. Yds .........Sacks Allowed ....... Sack Yards
81 .................. 72 .....................10..........................6 .................... 119 ..................... 14.25 .......................... 91.75

http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/5/19/1478704/jacob-bell-cant-catch-a-break
http://www.mockingthedraft.com/2010/3/20/1383104/roger-saffold-scouting-report
http://www.profootballfocus.com/by_player.php?tab=by_player&season=2008&surn=Bell&playerid=1859
http://www.profootballfocus.com/by_player.php?tab=by_player&season=2009&surn=Bell&playerid=1859


John Greco
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Offensive Linemen

OG #79

Height: 6’ 4” Weight: 329 lbs. Age: 25 Year: 3 College: Toledo Draft: 2008: STL - Round 3, 2nd pick (65th overall)

2010 roster: OG - #79 Greco, J.

79

A converted offensive tackle, the Rams 
made him into a guard and gave him some 
playing time there down the stretch in 
2008. He came in last year as a replacement 
for the released Richie Incognito, and will 

SBNation scouting report
Assets

Flaws

A powerful, strong and mature offensive lineman. A 
real bruiser who loves to battle. Versatile enough to 
play at both tackle and guard.

His frame and lack of  ideal mobility make him vul-
nerable at times. Needs to improve his blocking skills. 

After his first full week of  an NFL training 
camp Greco is starting to settle in, even though 
he’s been given the task of  learning a new 
position. Greco, who played tackle in college 
at Toledo, began his NFL as a bookend for the 
offensive line, but as of  late has seen more time 
at guard. 

“It’s a different position, but knowing tackle 
means that you pretty much know guard,” 
Greco said. “I’m trying to concentrate on that 
and learn one position.”

...
Greco has been solid during his first week of  

camp, holding his own during one-on-one pass 
rush drills and during team periods. The rookie 
is just trying to take it all in and hold his own. 

“When I’m out there, there are going to be 
some mistakes made,” Greco said. “This is a new 
system for me, and I’m trying to take it one step 
at a time, listen to my coaches and work hard.”

Greco Going Guard
by Brett Grassmuck, stlouisrams.com - July 31, 2008

have the chance to compete for a starting 
job this year. 

Greco is a mauler that can get into 
trouble with a lack of  mobility. To have a 
place with the Rams going forward he has 
to prove himself  this year, filling the holes 
in his game and showing the ability to start 
every week. 

Career Stats (2008-2009)
G ...................GS ............ False Starts .......... Holding .........Pen. Yds .........Sacks Allowed ....... Sack Yards
20 ................... 4 ....................... 0 ...........................0 ...................... 5 .........................2.50 ........................... 14.00

http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/34684/John_Greco
http://www.stlouisrams.com/article/68091/
http://www.mockingthedraft.com/2010/3/20/1383104/roger-saffold-scouting-report
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Offensive Linemen

C #60

Height: 6’ 3” Weight: 328 lbs. Age: 27 Year: 6 College: N. Carolina Draft: 2005: BAL - Round 4, 23rd pick (124th overall)

2010 roster: C - #60 Brown, J.

60

The Rams entered the sweepstakes 
for the Ravens’ free agent center in 
the spring of  2008 as something of  a 
footnote when it looked like they were 
being leveraged to get a better deal to 
keep him in Baltimore. To the sur-
prise of  many, Brown did sign with 
the Rams, becoming the highest paid 
center in the game.

It was probably the most impor-
tant move Billy Devaney made to lay 
the foundation of  his rebuilding proj-
ect. Brown shored up a spot that had 
been a real weakness for the years.

A stout run blocker, his presence 
is most obvious in Steven Jackson’s 
rushing stats last year, and he can 
pass block with aplomb too. Brown is 
the de facto captain of  the unit with 
his vocal leadership style and aptitude 
for getting blockers into position.

From top to bottom
Brown’s performance hits high and low marks*

Category .............................Rating ................Rams ranking (out of 31) .............NFL center ranking (out of 34)
Pass blocking .........................7.0 ...............................................1st .......................................................................2nd
Run blocking ........................-7.0 ..............................................31st.....................................................................27th

* Overall season rating from Pro Football Focus

Pay for play
What teams spent for centers
and what they got in return

Last, F. ...............TEAM ..‘09 salary ..snaps ..PFF rat.

O’Hara, S. .............NYG ........$2.7m ......1,079 .........+18.5
Kalil, R. ...................CAR ........$0.46m .....1,076 .........+18.4
Jackson, J. ...............PHI ........$0.725m......926 ...........+16.1
Myers, C. ...............HOU ..........$2m ........1,083 .........+12.7
McClure, T. ...........ATL .........$1.4m ......1,082 .........+10.3
Gurode, A. .............DAL .........$2.4m ......1,093 ............+9.4
Raiola, D. ...............DET...........$4m ........1,039 ............+7.0
Heitmann, E. ..........SF ...........$0.8m ......1,005 ............+3.0
Wells, S. ...................GB ..........$1.5m ......1,001 ............+1.5
Koppen, D. ..............NE ..........$2.4m ......1,099 ............+1.5
Brown, J. .................STL ...........$4m ........1,013 ............. -4.0
Hangartner, G. ....BUF .........$1.9m ........983 .............-10.7
Faine, J. ....................TB .............$1m ..........756 .............-16.9

Career Stats (2005-2009)
G ...................GS ............ False Starts .......... Holding .........Pen. Yds .........Sacks Allowed ....... Sack Yards
70 .................. 61 .....................15..........................1 .................... 110 ..................... 13.75 .......................... 89.25

http://www.profootballfocus.com/cstats.php?tab=by_team&season=2009&teamid=26&stype=a&stats=o
http://www.profootballfocus.com/by_position.php?tab=by_position&season=2009&pos=C&stype=r&runpass=&teamid=-1&numsnaps=25&numgames=1
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Hank Fraley
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Offensive Linemen

C #65

Height: 6’ 3” Weight: 310 lbs. Age: 32 Year: 10 College: Robert Morris Draft: Undrafted

2010 roster: C - #65 Fraley, H.

Fraley is a ten-year veteran acquired 
as part of  the Rams’ search for depth on 
the free agent market this offseason. Be-
sides his extensive starting experience, 
he brings a good track record of  health, 

something the Rams cannot take for 
granted up front.

Fraley will be in the mix for the start-
ing job, and his ability to play center gives 
the team a solid option behind Brown. 

Shabbir Ahluwalia

Notable alumni of Gaithersburg High School

Hank Fraley Dominique Dawes Judah Friedlander
NFL center, 2001-2010 Olympic gold medal winner Actor, comedian,

trucker hat wearer
Like you don’t know Big Shabby...

I didn’t mind that we were looking at former Eagles and Giants before, and there’s 
nothing wrong with Fraley. He could provide some nice depth.

However, it worries me that we are only looking at players within our comfort zone. I’m 
sure Spags and Devany[sic] know a lot about their former players – and filling depth holes 
with that talent makes sense – but it gets me wondering if  we’re not a bit myopic.

Our scouting teams and talent evaluators need to get out to the west coast and other 
places to check out some players, too... I’m not critizicing this move, I’m just raising a cau-
tion flag…

Another Eagle? comment from Rams kick the tires on another former Eagle, OL Hank Fraley
comment by Oski Bear, story by VanRam, Turf  Show Times - Mar. 11, 2010

Career Stats (2001-2009)
G ...................GS ............ False Starts .......... Holding .........Pen. Yds .........Sacks Allowed ....... Sack Yards
135 ............... 123 ..................... 4 ..........................13 ................... 206 ..................... 23.25 ........................ 128.00

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shabbir_Ahluwalia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaithersburg_High_School
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dominique_Dawes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judah_Friedlander
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/3/11/1367960/rams-kick-the-tires-on-another#32357794
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/3/11/1367960/rams-kick-the-tires-on-another
http://www.mockingthedraft.com/2010/3/20/1383104/roger-saffold-scouting-report


Mark Setterstrom
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Offensive Linemen

C #66

Height: 6’ 4” Weight: 318 lbs. Age: 26 Year: 4 College: Minnesota Draft: 2006: STL - Round 7, 34th pick (242nd overall)

2010 roster: C - #66 Setterstrom, M.

66

Setterstrom is a solid interior lineman, and one of  
the Rams last remaining players from the 2006 draft 
class. The former seventh round pick impressed in his 
rookie year when injuries pressed him into starting duty. 
In his sophomore season, he earned a starting job out of  
camp but was lost for the season after suffering a knee 
injury in week three. Unfortunately, Setterstrom’s time 
with the Rams will be remembered more for his injuries. 

He missed all of  2008 with a knee injury and went 
down in week 14 last year with a torn triceps. That last 
injury required surgery and will cause him to miss an-
other season of  football. 

For some players, injuries just seem to come naturally, despite talent, work ethic and 
anything else about the player, they just can’t escape the injury bug. That sums up Mark 
Setterstrom, the St. Louis Rams backup offensive lineman, who now faces a season on the 
sidelines with a torn triceps, the second season Setterstrom will have missed because of  
injury since knee trouble kept him out for all of  2008. 

It’s a damn shame. Setterstrom is a good player, who probably could be a starter. The 
seventh round pick from 2006 earned his first starting gig his rookie season, playing ad-
mirably filling in for other injured starters in the last season the Rams offense was able to 
accumulate yards and points. In 2007, he landed the starting left guard job during camp, 
only to have a knee injury end his season after three games. He got work last year in nine 
games, starting three late in the year.

Tough break for Mark Setterstrom
by VanRam, Turf  Show Times - June 13, 2010

Body Blows
Setterstrom’s injury history

Sep. 26, 2007
Knee injury, put on IR

Aug. 18, 2008
Knee injury, put on IR

June 11, 2010
Triceps injury, out

Career Stats (2006-2009)
G ...................GS ............ False Starts .......... Holding .........Pen. Yds .........Sacks Allowed ....... Sack Yards
19 .................. 12 ...................... 3 ...........................0 ..................... 27 ........................3.50 ........................... 24.00

http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/6/13/1515799/tough-break-for-mark-setterstrom
http://www.mockingthedraft.com/2010/3/20/1383104/roger-saffold-scouting-report
http://www.stltoday.com/sports/football/professional/article_4a83ca0c-98b3-55c9-a436-54b0a037024d.html
http://myespn.go.com/blogs/nfcwest/0-2-264/Same-old-story--Rams--line-depth-tested.html
http://www.stltoday.com/sports/football/professional/article_67069079-2ece-5fe1-83d9-880e3f08d9f2.html
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Defensive Linemen

DT #71

Height: 6’ 3” Weight: 300 lbs. Age: 28 Year: 5 College: Rutgers Draft: Undrafted

2010 roster: DT - #71 Gibson, G.

71

Despite having been in and around 
the the NFL since 2005, Gibson is still 
an bit of  an anomaly.  Undrafted after 
graduating from Rutgers five years ago, 
Gibson was picked up by Baltimore, but 
during training camp, he injured his 
foot and was placed on injured reserve 
for the entirety of  the season.

Though no teams came calling in 
2006, Gibson got his first professional 
action in the NFL Europa league in 
2007 for the Hamburg Sea Devils, gar-
nering all-league honors by season’s 
end.  His strong play earned him a 
spot on the Carolina Panthers’ D-line 
throughout the next two years.  St. 

Career Stats (2007-2009)
G ...................GS ...........Solo Tackles .Total Tackles ....... Sacks ............Sack Yds ..............FF ... Pass Defl.
17 ................... 5 ..................... 16 .................... 21 ................... 0.0 .....................0 .......................0 ..................... 1

Louis would sign him as a free agent 
prior to the 2009 season.

With Adam Carriker going down 
to injury again, Gibson was given the 
opportunity to earn the spot in the 
preseason, which he did decisively. He 
started the first five games of  the sea-
son before a cheap late block by the Vi-
kings’ Anthony Herrera in Week 5 end-
ed Gibson’s season with a knee injury.

Gibson may not have the experience 
of  a Fred Robbins or the raw talent of, 
well, we’re kind of  lacking in talent at 
the position, but he has a mixture of  
both that keeps him in contention for a 
starting spot to begin the 2010 season.

SBNation scouting report
Assets

Flaws

Well-sized. Good, physical player. Has great lower-body 
strength to defend the middle against running plays. 

Not a shifty lineman. Doesn’t use his hands well 
enough to get an extra step and make plays behind the 
line of  scrimmage. 

Gary Gibson also was taken from the 
starting lineup by injury, after he had 
worked so hard to get his first starting 
opportunity.  Gibson by all accounts is a 
solid defensive lineman and should be back 
in 2010 as a rotational lineman.

Who to Keep: Defensive Tackle
by Jeff  Roman, Rams Gab - Jan. 11, 2010

http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2009/10/13/1082946/tuesday-musings-artis-hicks-and
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2009/10/13/1082946/tuesday-musings-artis-hicks-and
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/19633/Gary_Gibson
http://www.ramsgab.com/2010/01/11/who-to-keep-defensive-tackle/
http://www.mockingthedraft.com/2010/3/20/1383104/roger-saffold-scouting-report
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Clifton Ryan
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Defensive Linemen

DT #95

Height: 6’ 3” Weight: 324 lbs. Age: 26 Year: 4 College: Michigan St. Draft: 2007: STL - Round 5, 17th pick (154th overall)

2010 roster: DT - #95 Ryan, C.

Since being drafted in 2007, Ryan has 
carved out a spot as a stout run-defender, 
playing in all 48 games in his three pro-
fessional seasons.  While he certainly 
hasn’t been a standout interior presence, 
he hasn’t had much help beside him at 
the 3-tech spot, but he hasn’t had the ex-
pectations he does going into this season.

After a promising rookie season in 
which he recorded two sacks and three 
forced fumbles, Ryan accumulated just 
one sack and forced no fumbles since.  

Still, without many options at the posi-
tion, the Rams signed him to a one-year 
deal for 2010 for more than $1.5 million.

What should Rams fans expect from 
Ryan?  More of  the same: a large frame 
plugging running lanes backed by a solid 
work ethic despite a noticeable lack of  
natural talent.  We could do worse (and 
we have...).  Still, given how key his role 
is in this year’s defense, the Rams could 
use a markable improvement from Ryan 
in his fourth year.

Positives: Has a thick frame with a firm lower body … Has good weight room strength, 
but must have it translate to the field better … Shows adequate quickness out of  his 
stance and does a decent job of  stringing plays out … When he keeps his pads down, he 
is able to generate enough of  a burst to gain advantage off  the snap … Does a good job 
of  adjusting on the move and has shown improved hand usage in attempts to shed … 
Gives adequate effort in his lateral pursuit and has functional pop on contact … Im-
proved his wrap-up tackle technique, doing a better job of  facing up and striking as a 
senior … Flashes quick hands with strength to jolt and fend off  blocks, but needs to do 
a better job of  protecting his body … Might be a better fit for the under tackle position, 
as he lacks the quickness to play on the edge … Takes better angles from the two-gap 
than from the edge (will take a wide loop in order to avoid when playing end) … Has the 
leg drive to anchor and hold ground, but needs to do it with more consistency … 

Ryan’s draft profile page from CBS Sports and NFL Draft Scout
NFL Draft Scout

Career Stats (2007-2009)
G ...................GS ...........Solo Tackles .Total Tackles ....... Sacks ............Sack Yds ..............FF ... Pass Defl.
48 .................. 27 .................... 82 ................... 103 .................. 3.0 ....................15 ......................3 ..................... 2

http://www.cbssports.com/nfl/draft/players/historical/420082
http://www.cbssports.com/nfl/draft/players/1662025
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Darell Scott
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Defensive Linemen

DT #97

Height: 6’ 3” Weight: 315 lbs. Age: 24 Year: 2 College: Clemson Draft: 2009: STL - Round 4, 3rd pick (103rd overall)

2010 roster: DT - #97 Scott, D.

Scott, the Rams’ fourth-round pick in 
2009, started off  the year in relative ano-
nymity.  From Weeks 2 to 6, Scott was 
listed as inactive; by the Week 9 bye, Scott 
had seen time in three games, but was yet 
to register so much as a single tackle.  The 
week off  did him a world of  good.

The Clemson product would finish with 
17 solo tackles in the Rams’ final eight 
games, starting five of  those contests. In 
the 27-17 loss to Seattle in Week 12, only 
James Laurinaitis, O.J. Atogwe and Quincy 
Butler finished with more tackles than 
Scott.  Solid company for a rookie.

He doesn’t have the qiuckest first step, 

Career Stats (2009)
G ...................GS ...........Solo Tackles .Total Tackles ....... Sacks ............Sack Yds ..............FF ... Pass Defl.
11 ................... 5 ..................... 17 .................... 18 ................... 0.0 .....................0 .......................0 ..................... 0

The Rams pick Dorell Scott, DT, Clemson. Scott has the size to plug run-
ning lanes, and at 312 lbs can still add 10-15. The knock against Scott has been 
consistency, sometimes missing “the sum of  his parts” and some struggles 
with technique, things that can be addressed through good coaching, some-
thing the Rams have lacked for awhile before now. I think that’s a good situa-
tion for Spagnuolo and Flajole. 

I’m pumped about Scott as a fourth round pick.

Round 4: Rams get a NT & open thread
by VanRam, Turf  Show Times - April 26, 2009

his anticipatory instincts aren’t perfect and 
his technique still needs refining, but he is 
a useful DT.  Now heading into his sopho-
more season, Scott has a bit more pressure 
to perform; bear in mind, though, with an 
inexpensive four-year contract tying him 
to the Rams, he’ll be a significant part of  
the 2011 and 2012 Rams as well.

Given how desparate the Rams have 
been to find a long-term solution at the 
position, Scott should be one of  the op-
tions employed most often in 2010.  And 
while the how and when haven’t exactly 
been fleshed out, that’s what the preseason 
is for.  Keep an eye out for him this August.

http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2009/4/26/854362/round-4-open-thread
http://www.mockingthedraft.com/2010/3/20/1383104/roger-saffold-scouting-report
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DT #98

Height: 6’ 4” Weight: 325 lbs. Age: 33 Year: 11 College: Wake Forest Draft: 2000: STL - Round 2, 24th pick (55th overall)

2010 roster: DT - #98 Robbins, F.

98

Robbins follows Hollis Thomas as a 
veteran D-lineman that has come to St. 
Louis at the end of  a productive career, 
the difference between the two being that 
Robbins can still contribute something on 
the field whereas Thomas had gone from 
‘large and in charge’ to ‘large and listen-
ing to Chico DeBarge.’  In 3k-speak, that 
means he was finished.

Robbins arrived in St. Louis after his 
most disappointing year since 2005.  From 
2004-2008, save for ‘05, par for the Rob-
bins course was roughly 30 tackles, 5 
sacks, and in general, a good 325 pounds 
of  disruption.  In ‘09, the career decline 

kicked in, as he accounted for just 21 solo 
tackles and two sacks.  More worrisome, 
over the last five weeks of  play, Robbins 
tallied just two solo sacks.  Two.

The question is how quickly Robbins 
slides into retirement.  If  Coach Spag-
nuolo can hold off  the weight of  age and 
push Robbins into something in between 
his 2008 form and his 2009 form, he could 
be useful in situations on the field.  If, how-
ever, after a couple of  weeks the 2009 Fred 
Robbins doesn’t look too bad in compari-
son to what he’s done for the Rams, some-
one might want to slip a copy of  Long 
Time No See into Robbins’ locker.

Career Stats (2000-2009)
G ...................GS ...........Solo Tackles .Total Tackles ....... Sacks ............Sack Yds ..............FF ... Pass Defl.
149 ............... 117 .................. 219 .................. 307 ................. 28.5 ..................179 .....................2 ................... 19

It will be good to play for Spags again, I had some of  my best years when he was 
the Giants defensive coordinator. He’s a coach the players can relate to, they always 
know what to expect from him. I have a lot of  respect for him so it’s a great fit for 
me in St. Louis. 

At the end of  the day you have to be comfortable with your situation, and Spags 
was the main reason I wanted to play for the Rams. There are a couple other guys 
I know on the squad and I felt very comfortable when I went out there. I’m happy 
with my deal and looking forward to helping the team win some games.

Moving On to the Rams
by Fred Robbins, fredrobbins98.com - March 12, 2010

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Long_Time_No_See_(album)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Long_Time_No_See_(album)
http://www.fredrobbins98.com/blog.html
http://www.mockingthedraft.com/2010/3/20/1383104/roger-saffold-scouting-report
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DE #67

Height: 6’ 4” Weight: 250 lbs. Age: 23 Year: R College: S. Florida Draft: 2010: STL - Round 7, 19th pick (226th overall)

2010 roster: DE - #67 Selvie, G.

67

Selvie comes to the Rams as of  those 
mystery-wrapped enigmas, or however that 
cliche goes.  Something about bacon, if  I 
remember correctly.  As I was leaving Iraq 
to head home to Germany back in Septem-
ber 2007, I remember watching #18 South 
Florida play #5 West Virginia in a shabby 
corner of  a MWR facility in Balad.  In fact, I 
had hoped I would be stuck in Balad an extra 
day (which turned into an extra four days) 
just so I could see an undersized sophomore 
DE from South Florida who was putting up 
monster numbers: George Selvie.

Through the first three games of  the 
2007 season (after finishing with 45 solo 
tackles and 5 sacks in his freshman cam-
paign), George Selvie already had 16 solo 
tackles and 8 sacks.  Againt W. Virginia, Sel-
vie would add another five solo’s along with 
a sack helping the Bulls to a 21-13 victory.  
They would open the season 6-0 reaching 
the #2 spot in the polls. You could argue that 
was the high point of  George Selvie’s colle-
giate career.

Just over 6’4” and 250 lbs., Selvie just 
doesn’t have the size you expect out of  a de-

fensive end (for reference, Chris Long is 276 
lbs.).  It’s not for a lack of  trying.  Still, with-
out the size, and thus power, to round out his 
game, Selvie experienced the most difficult 
foe to overcome in sports - respect.

Teams started gameplanning ways to 
handle Selvie and limit his impact as a pass 
rusher.  In the last four games of  the 2007 
season (including the 56-21 stomping Or-
egon handed S. Florida), Selvie notched just 
seven solo tackles and a lone sack.  Having 
earned the respect of  offensive coordinators 
around the league, he was finding it extreme-
ly difficult to produce.  It never let up either; 
throughout 2008 and 2009, Selvie routinely 
faced double teams.  Though he put up very 
respectable numbers in light of  the atten-
tion he received, he never built on his 2007 
season.  That attention did, however, open 
things up for South Florida’s other defensive 
end: Jason Pierre Paul, who was drafted at 
#15 this offseason by the Giants.

The question is - now that Selvie has 
gone back into the unknown, or at least the 
unrespected, can he reclaim a fraction of  his 
productivity?

Career Stats at S. Florida (2006-2009)
G ...................GS ...........Solo Tackles .Total Tackles ....... Sacks ............Sack Yds ..............FF ... Pass Defl.
51 .................. 50 ................... 150 .................. 227 ................. 29.0 ..................172 .....................9 ..................... 7

http://sports.espn.go.com/espnmag/story?id=3604181
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Height: 6’ 3” Weight: 276 lbs. Age: 25 Year: 3 College: Virginia Draft: 2008: STL - Round 1, 2nd pick (2nd overall)

2010 roster: DE - #72 Long, C.

72

Despite his tenacious effort, Chris Long 
struggled to improve statistically on his 2008 
totals (outside of  QB hits and pressures), 
leaving many 
fans wondering 
if  the ceiling 
was lower than 
anticipated for 
the former #2 
overall pick.  
The reality is 
that it’s just not 
known yet.

Long played 
alongside tack-
les who, though 
gritty and efficient in the run game, offered 
very little in terms of  pass rushing, some-
thing that pushed many a Ram fan into the 
Suh camp in March.  At the other DE spot, a 
combinatoin of  Victor Adeyanju, James Hall 
and Leonard Little provided one-trick ponies 
that too often revealed what the defense was 
prepared for, and thus how Long was going to 
attack the play.

Oddly enough, the bye week split the 
season into two halves for Long.  Through 
the first eight weeks, Long overcommitted on 
many plays and relied on an outside pass rush 
too often; going into the bye, he had just one 

sack, and had racked up 19 solo tackles (large-
ly due to his containment of  the edge on off  
tackle runs).  In the latter half  of  the season, 

though his 
tackle total 
dropped by 
5, he notched 
four sacks.  He 
was a con-
stant terror in 
the final two 
games against 
Arizona and 
San Francisco, 
with five pres-
sures, four 

hits and a sack for those two weeks.
Was this a limited hot streak or was it a 

precursor to a breakout 2010 season?  I don’t 
think anyone could claim either with any 
certainty.  The Rams limped into the offseason 
battered, bruised and with their confidence 
largely shattered; that has changed.  The 
roster was still pockmarked with remnants of  
the Zygmunt era; that has changed.  While 
the majority of  the D-line returns, Long has 
become the unquestioned leader of  the unit.  
Whether his play reflects that status will play 
a big part in determining of  the quality of  the 
Rams’ defense in 2010.

Career Stats (2008-2009)
G ...................GS ...........Solo Tackles .Total Tackles ....... Sacks ............Sack Yds ..............FF ... Pass Defl.
32 .................. 20 .................... 65 .................... 83 ................... 9.0 ....................67 ......................2 ..................... 1

Just have faith in us. I know it’s been tough, but I think 
that you guys can see every week our best effort. I know it’s 
a business and we have to perform. The one thing we’re go-
ing to do is bring it every week. We’ve got a good group of  
guys, and I believe that good things happen to good people. 
We’ve got a locker room full of  good people willing to go 
the extra mile, and I think we’re going to get over the hump. 
Just have faith in us and it’ll be fun to watch in 2010.

TST talks to Rams DE Chris Long
by VanRam, Turf  Show Times - March 12, 2010

http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/3/12/1369049/tst-talks-to-rams-de-chris-long
http://www.mockingthedraft.com/2010/3/20/1383104/roger-saffold-scouting-report
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DE #96

Height: 6’ 2” Weight: 281 lbs. Age: 33 Year: 10 College: Michigan Draft: Undrafted

2010 roster: DE - #96 Hall, J.

96

With the departure of  Leonard Little, 
Hall becomes the elder statesman among the 
ends.  His status 
didn’t go un-
noticed in 2009 
when he was 
voted the Ed 
Block Courage 
Award receipi-
ent for the 
Rams, given 
to players who 
“exemplify 
commitment to 
the principles 
of  sportsman-
ship and cour-
age.”

Now 33 years old, Hall showed plenty of  
commitment and courage on the field last year 
as well.  He had a great back-to-back pair of  
games againt the Packer and 49ers, showing 
flashes of  the younger James Hall who earned 
a 5-year deal from the Lions mid-decade.

Now firmly in the final chapter of  a suc-
cessful career, Hall’s value to the team lies more 
in the locker room than on the field.  That’s 

not to suggest he can’t make a play from time 
to time, but in a unit that is lacking experience, 

Hall’s mentor-
ing of  guys 
like Chris Long 
will be more 
important to 
this team’s 
future than the 
occasional sack 
or hurry.

The coach-
ing staff  
showed an 
unexpected 
reluctance 
to press the 
youngest play-

ers into action last year.  With fans expecting 
guys like Long, Sam Bradford and Jason Smith 
to turn this team in the right direction, their 
job security likely demands less reluctance in 
2010 - that spells doom for Hall’s playing time.  
But don’t be surprised to hear Hall’s name 
called from time to time.  There may be some 
age in those knees, but there’s a motivation to 
prove something to his successors too.

Career Stats (2000-2009)
G ...................GS ...........Solo Tackles .Total Tackles ....... Sacks ............Sack Yds ..............FF ... Pass Defl.
134 ................ 98 ................... 326 .................. 407 ................. 46.5 ..................295 ....................10 .................. 12

Hall is a good rotational player and can even play pass-rush-
ing defensive tackle, but should not be relied on by the Rams 
to start and play the whole game.  The good thing for Hall 
and the Rams is that Coach Spagnuolo loves to rotate all his 
defensive linemen in and out of  the game.

Rams Resign James Hall
by Jeff  Roman, Rams Gab - March 22, 2010

He is one of  the very few veteran players on this team, one 
that Spagnuolo leans on for locker room leadership as much as 
for his play on the field, which is still at a decent level. We have 
to wonder how many snaps, how many pass rushes he has left, 
but we can’t question his commitment to the team.

Rams roster purge: the nine left standing since 2007
by Will, Rams Herd - May 17, 2010

http://www.mockingthedraft.com/2010/3/20/1383104/roger-saffold-scouting-report
http://ramsherd.com/2010/05/17/rams-roster-purge-the-nine-left-standing-since-2007/
http://www.mockingthedraft.com/2010/3/20/1383104/roger-saffold-scouting-report
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Height: 6’ 4” Weight: 270 lbs. Age: 28 Year: 2 College: Oklahoma Draft: 2007: BUF - Round 7, 29th pick (239th overall)

2010 roster: DE - #99 Ah You, C.J.

99

C.J. Ah You, one of  the most nick-
namable players in the history of  sports, 
finally broke into regular game action in 
2009 after being drafted by the Bills late 
in the 2007 draft.  As a pass rush special-
ist who often slid inside as a defensive 
tackle, Ah You had a productive string 
of  play going until a knee injury in mid-
November ended his season (quickly 
becoming a common refrain for many a 
Ram).

Playing less than a third of  the 
snaps against the 49ers in Week 4, Ah 
You found the sole sack of  his season 
along with two QB pressures.  Against 
the Colts in a late October blowout, 
“Ceej” tied for a team-high seven tackles.  

Career Stats (2009)
G ...................GS ...........Solo Tackles .Total Tackles ....... Sacks ............Sack Yds ..............FF ... Pass Defl.
8 ..................... 1 ..................... 15 .................... 16 ................... 1.0 .....................2 .......................0 ..................... 1

Though he was limited in duty, he made 
the occasional impact you expect for a 
depth player on your defensive line.  The 
question is, with everyone healthy again, 
how often will he be called upon in 2010?

Now 28 years old and bearing the 
wear and tear of  a reconstructed knee, 
Ah You will likely be at the back end of  
the depth chart for DTs.  If  pressed into 
heavier playing time, that would mean 
either injuries have enfeebled the tackles 
once again, or a shift in strategy for Fla-
jole’s defensive schemes has uprooted the 
depth chart and spun it around (which 
would only happen if  the Rams boot 
a handful of  games early this season).  
Either way, if  Ah You becomes a fixture 
up front again, TST will probably be a 
pretty hostile place this season.

Ah, You too?
The Ah You football family tree

 Charles, Sr. (BYU) Junior (Arizona St.)*

 Matt (BYU) C.J. (Oklahoma)

* Junior is a member of  the Canadian Football League Hall of  Fame

brother

Ah You had developed from a 
long shot in camp, to a preseason 
superstar, to a rotation defensive 
lineman, to a pass rushing DT 
specialist all in the matter of  a 
few months.

CJ Ah You  Done For Year
by Jeff  Roman, Rams Gab - Nov. 19, 2010

http://www.cfhof.ca/page/ahyoujunior
http://www.mockingthedraft.com/2010/3/20/1383104/roger-saffold-scouting-report
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Height: 6’ 4” Weight: 240 lbs. Age: 32 Year: 11 College: Ohio St. Draft: 2000: GB - Round 4, 4th pick (98th overall)

2010 roster: LB - #53 Diggs, N.

53

The elder statesman among the Rams line-
backers, Diggs arrives 10 years into a produc-
tive, albeit quiet, NFL career.  The likely week 
1 starter on the strong side, Diggs is a powerful 
run gap stuffer whose strongest trait may be 
filling lanes rather than making late tackles; you 
could call him the anti-Tinoisamoa.

Still,  there’s a question behind the numbers.  
In his six years with the Packers, Diggs aver-
aged nearly 52 tackles per season (including a 
career high 76 in 2003).  From 2006-09 in Caro-
lina, however, he finished with 39.25 per season 
on average.  Was it the system?  Was it age?  
Was it because he changed his jersey number 

from 59 to 53?
This season, Diggs will be asked to hold 

a new role as the mentor of  the middle, the 
conductor of  the...you get the idea.  Diggs fills 
fellow former Carolina Panthers send-off  Will 
Witherspoon as the veteran among hopeful 
NFL youths.

Diggs’ greatest value may lie in his ability to 
help mold MLB James Laurinaitis into the kind 
of  field general Rams fans are hoping he be-
comes.  The bottom line is that if  Diggs makes 
Laurinaitis better than he would be without him, 
signing him was a smart move.  Anything he 
gives the Rams on the field is a bonus.

“All of  us being from the same school have that same football mentality bred in 
us. But I’m from a different era,” Diggs said. “Even in the pros, the schemes we’ve 
all played in are totally different.”

Diggs pointed out that he graduated 11 years ago, Bobby Carpenter five years 
ago, Larry Grant and Laurinaitis in 2009.

“We joke that Na’il played for Woody Hayes back in the day. He doesn’t take a 
liking to it too much,” Laurinaitis said. “It’s more cool to talk about than any ac-
tual impact it could have. We all have a lot of  pride in our school. There will be a 
lot of  scarlet and gray in the locker room.”

Rams Report: Buckeye Brigade is more hype than reality
by Kathleen Nelson, St. Louis Post-Dispatch - July 30, 2010

Career Stats (2000-2009)
G ............GS ..........Solo Tackles ...Total Tackles ......Int ..........Sacks ........ Sack Yds ......... FF ..Pass Defl.
145 ........ 126 .................. 468 ....................592 ................ 5 ............ 11.5 ............... 80 .................3 ................. 28

http://www.stltoday.com/sports/football/professional/article_346c6a96-9c2c-11df-82a0-00127992bc8b.html
http://www.mockingthedraft.com/2010/3/20/1383104/roger-saffold-scouting-report
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Height: 6’ 2” Weight: 247 lbs. Age: 23 Year: 2 College: Ohio St. Draft: 2009: STL - Round 2, 3rd pick (35th overall)

2010 roster: LB - #55 Laurinaitis, J.

55

Along with Chris Long, Laurinaitis forms 
the younger half  of  a pair that define 
the Rams’ defensive identity moving 
forward.  That identity, of  hard-
working blue collar disciplined 
leaders, should materialize this 
season as the two go from de-
veloping young talents to more 
experienced pieces of  the puzzle.

Laurinaitis had a very successful 
rookie season, showing the consis-
tency and dependability expected 
of  a defense-leading MLB. Thanks 
largely to a suspect defensive line, Lauri-
naitis racked up huge tackle totals; his 107 
solo tackles were the 4th-most in the NFL 
and easily a team high, exceeding the second 

highest total by more than 45.
With so many new additions to the de-
fense, and more specifically to the lineback-

ing corps, a statistical drop in tackles 
shouldn’t be surprising; that wouldn’t 

necessarily indicate, however, a drop 
in the quality of  his play.

If  Laurinaitis’ numbers fall 
but the D-line’s tackle totals jump, 
the traditional media will be call-
ing 2010 a sophomore slump for 
Laurinaitis whether or not that’s 
the case. If  however, the D-line 
ends a similar number of  plays 

in 2010 as they did in 2009, Laurinaitis will 
find himself  in the mix routinely in both run-
ning and passing situations.

What a rookie season without any other help from the other lbs on the team. Yes I 
know he had a lot of  opportunities but he was a stud last year. We have not had a mlb 
since Fletcher. I hope our young d tackles stay healthy and develop or we pick up some 
help in next years draft. If  we add some talent around JL we could have a solid pro bowl 
player for years to come.

This is the kind of  player I want to see as a ram for a long time. comment from Was Laurinaitis jobbed in the ROY vote? 
comment by Ram87, story by VanRam, Turf  Show Times - May 14, 2010

Career Stats (2009)
G ............GS ..........Solo Tackles ...Total Tackles ......Int ..........Sacks ........ Sack Yds ......... FF ..Pass Defl.
16 ............16 ................... 107 ....................120 ................ 2 ............. 2.0 ................ 15 .................1 ....................5

http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/5/14/1471921/was-laurinaitis-jobbed-in-the-roy#37528256
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/5/14/1471921/was-laurinaitis-jobbed-in-the-roy
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Height: 6’ 1” Weight: 230 lbs. Age: 24 Year: 3 College: Tulsa Draft: 2008: STL - Round 7, 21st pick (228th overall)

2010 roster: LB - #57 Chamberlain, C.

57

A special teams workhorse, Chamberlain 
led the Rams in special teams tackles in both 
of  his pro seasons since being drafted at the 
back end of  the 2008 draft. While he did see 
some time at the Will, especially in Week 14 
in Tennessee, Chamberlain was limited for the 
most part to his special teams role.

In 2010, with Bobby Carpenter and Na’il 
Diggs joining the Rams’ linebackers, Cham-
berlain may be on the outside looking in when 
it comes to playing time with the defense.  But 
as any fan who has watched a season of  foot-
ball knows, injuries can strike anyone at any 
time.

Chamberlain is a guy who brings effort 
and character to every play - the exact kind 
of  guy you want on the depth chart in case 
one of  your starters goes down.  He’s actually 
the kind of  player that the mainstream media 
glosses over, the guy who works his tail off  to 
make a team, practices hard knowing he likely 
won’t get much time to produce, and then 
has to throw everything he has into a limited 
role that while easily overlooked can turn into 
the most important position on the field in an 
instant.

He’s the guy you want on your team; the 

problem is that you end up hoping he doesn’t 
make a mistake more than you expect him to 
make a play.  Here’s hoping to another year of  
Chamberlain leading the ST unit in tackles...
and that the Rams don’t see enough injuries 
that he’s pressed into linebacking duties.

Well special teams are tough to play and 
not everyone wants to do them. These first 
two years that is where I have been given the 
opportunity to primarily contribute. I look 
forward to special teams and try my best to 
help give our team a chance to win through 
my play on special teams.  To be a good spe-
cial teams player you have to be fearless like 
you said, aggressive, relentless, and coachable.

Interview with Chris Chamberlain
by Joey Bittick, Rams on Demand - July 29, 2010

Special teams tacklers
you shouldn’t feel ashamed for knowing

 - Mark Pike, BUF: 1987-98
 - Larry Izzo, MIA, NE & NYJ: 1996-active
 - Keith Burns, DEN, CHI & TB: 1994-2006
 - Gary Stills, KAN, BAL & STL: 1999-2008
 - Steve Tasker, HOU & BUF: 1985-1997
 - Bill Bates, DAL: 1983-1997

Career Stats (2008-2009)
G ............GS ..........Solo Tackles ...Total Tackles ......Int ..........Sacks ........ Sack Yds ......... FF ..Pass Defl.
32 .............0 ...................... 5 .......................10 ................. 0 ............. 0.0 ................. 0 ..................0 ....................0

http://www.ramsondemand.com/blog/2010/07/chris-chamberlain-interview/
http://www.mockingthedraft.com/2010/3/20/1383104/roger-saffold-scouting-report
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mark_Pike
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/1678/Larry_Izzo
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keith_Burns
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/1432/Gary_Stills
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steve_Tasker
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Bates
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Height: 6’ 1” Weight: 239 lbs. Age: 24 Year: 3 College: Idaho Draft: 2008: STL - Round 7, 45th pick (252nd overall)

2010 roster: LB - #58 Vobora, D.

58

2008’s Mr. Irrelevant, Vobora has gone 
from the back end of  NFL’s annual talent 
influx to the front of  an NFL roster.  Cer-
tainly, you can credit part of  that to the 
lack of  talent at the position in the last two 
years, but to avoid giving credit to Vobora 
would be shortsighted.

Still, there’s something hard to accept in 
admitting a former Mr. Irrelevant is a start-
ing player on your team.  Gladly for Rams 
fans, Vobora hasn’t played up to the title 
bestowed upon him following the draft.

After a rookie season saw him slowly 
adjust to the NFL game, Vobora was a 

Messieurs Irrelevante
Final draft picks from the last decade

 - 2010: Tim Toone, WR - DET (Weber St.)
 - 2009: Ryan Succop, K - KC (S. Carolina)
 - 2008: David Vobora, LB - STL (Idaho)
 - 2007: Ramzee Robinson, CB - DET (Alabama)
 - 2006: Kevin McMahan, WR - OAK (Maine)
 - 2005: Andy Stokes, TE - NE (William Penn)
 - 2004: Andre Sommersell - OAK (Colorado St.)
 - 2003: Ryan Hoag, WR - OAK (G. Adolphus)
 - 2002: Ahmad Miller - HOU (UNLV)
 - 2001: Tevita Ofahengaue - ARI (BYU)

key member of  the 2009 LB corps.  De-
spite missing four games for violating the 
league’s performance enhancing substance 
policy, Vobora finished with 47 total tackles, 
a forced fumble and was credited with only 
one missed tackle.

Similar to the starting MLB alongside 
Vobora, James Laurinaitis, his game is built 
on technical finesse and discipline, not speed 
or power.  Between the two, they are craft-
ing an identity for the middle of  the Rams’ 
defense that is built on limiting opposing 
run defenses, not blowing them up.

Given the state of  the Rams’ D-line, this 
lesser of  two evils approach may be the 
safest way to  see more close games than 
in 2009.  If, however, the linebacking corps 
is either pushed into making plays further 
downfield or is out of  position to even at-
tempt a tackle in the first place, opponents 
could repeat the successes they had against 
the Rams last year, as St. Louis allowed the 
sixth-most rushing yards of  any team in 
the NFL.

  David Vobora could be the decisive 
factor that determines whether the Rams’ 
second level is a dam or a sieve.

Career Stats (2008-2009)
G ............GS ..........Solo Tackles ...Total Tackles ......Int ..........Sacks ........ Sack Yds ......... FF ..Pass Defl.
20 ............11 .................... 38 ......................53 ................. 0 ............. 0.0 ................. 0 ..................1 ....................2

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mr._Irrelevant
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/players/show?person_key=l.ncaa.org.mfoot-p.30363
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/71426/Ryan_Succop
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/34697/David_Vobora
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/19616/Ramzee_Robinson
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/21497/Kevin_McMahan
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/3484/Ryan_Hoag
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2009/9/29/1061090/rams-lose-vobora-to-suspension
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2009/9/29/1061090/rams-lose-vobora-to-suspension
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2009/9/29/1061090/rams-lose-vobora-to-suspension
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Height: 6’ 1” Weight: 251 lbs. Age: 25 Year: 2 College: Ohio St. Draft: 2008: SF - Round 7, 7th pick (214th overall)

2010 roster: LB - #59 Grant, L.

59

Along with James Laurinaitis, Bobby 
Carpenter and Na’il Diggs, Grant is one of  
four former Ohio St. Buckeyes now in St. 
Louis’ linebacking unit.  Like Carpenter and 
Diggs, Grant was not drafted by the Rams.

A late selection in the 2008 draft by the 
San Francisco 49ers, Grant never broke into 
the lineup in the Niners’ 3-4.  After being 
picked up late in 2008 by the Rams, Grant 
played in every game in the 2009 season.

With new faces among the linebackers, 
Grant’s season begins with serious uncer-
tainty.  With Grant’s agility and quickness, 
he could play the Sam, but as the heaviest 
linebacker on the Rams’ roster, the Will 
isn’t out of  bounds.

News that he was taking reps as a start-
er in early August were a bit surprising, but 
Coach Spagnuolo has shown a proclivity 
toward mixing up the depth chart in the 

preseason to add versatility to his lineback-
ers and offensive linemen.  Take it with 
a grain of  salt.  Actually, take it with the 
whole shaker.

At this point, Grant is likely a rotational 
play offering insurance in case of  injury, 
but expect his name to pop up often as the 
defensive depth chart solidifies .

Just the Facts

- Grant played in four straight national champi-
onship games: two with City College of  San Fran-
cisco, a junior college, and two with Ohio St.

- The City College of  San Francisco has long 
been a launching pad for quality football talent.  In 
the mid-60’s, O.J. Simpson played at CCSF.  In ‘04 
and ‘05, Grant played well enough to be designated 
the #1 JUCO prospect in California by JCGridiron.
com.  Two years later, CCSF’s offense would be led 
by QB Jeremiah Masoli, former Oregon and now 
Ole Miss QB.

“Larry will roll in (at the weakside), and Bobby will,” coach Steve Spagnuolo explained. 
“Larry also jumps over to (strongside) linebacker. In this league, those outside linebackers 
have to be pretty versatile. They’ve got to be able to play both sides.”

Rams Report: Grant with first team at WLB
by Bill Coats, stltoday.com - July 31, 2010

Career Stats (2008-2009)
G ............GS ..........Solo Tackles ...Total Tackles ......Int ..........Sacks ........ Sack Yds ......... FF ..Pass Defl.
18 .............0 ..................... 13 ......................15 ................. 0 ............. 1.0 ................. 6 ..................1 ....................0

http://www.sbnation.com/ncaa-football/players/37380/Jeremiah_Masoli
http://www.stltoday.com/sports/football/professional/article_c94889aa-9cff-11df-8102-0017a4a78c22.html
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CB #24

Height: 6’ 1” Weight: 206 lbs. Age: 28 Year: 6 College: Howard Draft: 2005: STL - Round 2, 18th pick (50th overall)

2010 roster: CB - #24 Bartell, R.

24Career Stats (2005-2009)
G ................GS ..................PD ................. Int .............. Int TD ......Solo Tackles ..... Total Tackles ....Sacks
73 ............... 50 ....................47 ....................8 ......................1 .................... 235 .......................250 ................. 2.0

Ron Bartell arrived in St. Louis in 2005 
as the Greatest Show was fading into an-
other era marked less by aerial prowess and 
more by ineptitude and facepalming.  In-
versely, as the Rams as a whole were quickly 
drafting their way toward becoming one of  
the worst teams in the NFL, Bartell was 
quietly improving his game.

In 2008, the last year of  his rookie con-
tract, Bartell had a banner year racking up 
19 pass deflections, tying for the 6th highest 
total in the NFL.  It appeard Bartell had ex-
ceeded the demands of  the #2 spot and was 
on his way to being a suitable top corner.

In the offseason before the 2009 season, 
Bartell re-signed with the Rams, inking a 
four-year deal, just $13.6m of  which was 
guaranteed.  Things appeared set for Bar-
tell to lead the Rams’ secondary to a bright-
er future; then last season happened.

Bartell’s 2009 campaign, his first as the 
lead CB, was marked by many a play that 
left Rams fans wondering which Ron Bar-
tell they would be seeing in the future.

It’s still up in the air.  With more young 
physical talent behind Bartell in Bradley 
Fletcher and Jerome Murphy, the secondary 
is developing a character that it has lacked 
for nearly a decade.  The question is how 
Bartell fits that overall character.  His 2010 
season will be a relatively definitive answer.

Cause for corner concern
Cornerbacks drafted by the Rams since ‘05

 - Jerome Murphy, 2010 (3rd rd., S. Florida)
 - Marquis Johnson, 2010 (7th rd., Alabama)
 - Bradley Fletcher, 2009 (3rd rd., Iowa)
 - Justin King, 2008 (4th rd., Penn St.)
 - Jonathan Wade, 2007 (3rd rd., Tennessee)
 - Tye Hill, 2006 (1st rd., Clemson)
 - Ron Bartell, 2005 (2nd rd., Howard)

Can he play?  Yup.  Is he good?  Yup.  Am I com-
fortable knowing he’s the best we have?  Um........not 
really.  He’s definitely got good attributes.  He’s got 
good size and he’s quick and fast enough to keep up 
with and cover the better WRs in the league.  But 
too often he’s exposed (he’s also mistake prone from 
time-to-time) by not having any support on the 
other side to speak of.  Thankfully, we’ve got some 
pretty good Safeties, but ultimately, we’re going to 
need some major help on the other side of  the field.  
Preferably, he’d be a really good #2 CB.

Being Billy Devaney 2010 - CB
by Tackle Box, Turf  Show Times - Feb. 11, 2010

http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2009/3/2/778075/bartell-opts-for-the-rams
http://www.rotoworld.com/content/playerpages/player_contract.aspx?sport=nfl&id=3193
http://www.rotoworld.com/content/playerpages/player_contract.aspx?sport=nfl&id=3193
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/2/11/1305131/being-billy-devaney-2010-cb
http://www.mockingthedraft.com/2010/3/20/1383104/roger-saffold-scouting-report
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CB #26

Height: 6’ 0” Weight: 196 lbs. Age: 23 Year: R College: S. Florida Draft: 2010: STL - Round 3, 1st pick (65th overall)

2010 roster: CB - #26 Murphy, J.

26Career Stats (2006-2009)
G ................GS ..................PD ................. Int .............. Int TD ......Solo Tackles ..... Total Tackles ....Sacks
51 ............... 25 ....................18 ....................8 ......................0 .................... 148 .......................202 ................. 0.5

NFC West, and the rest of  the league, that the 
St. Louis gameplan will rely on hard-hitting 
cornerbacks who press at the line, and then get 
to work.

Murphy should transition well into zone 
schemes as he showed a strong ability to read 
plays in front of  him, make the appropriate 
decision quickly, and commit to his assignment.  
In man coverage, however, he showed a variety 
of  flaws that could largely be summed up by 
suggesting a lack of  discipline.

If  that is an accurate assessment, then Mur-
phy’s future lies as much in his coaches hands 
as it does his own.  If  he develops as well as 
Fletcher did in his rookie season, it bodes well 
for the Rams’ pass defense in the years ahead.

As I write this, my greatest concern is that 
Murphy will get compared to Bradley Fletcher 
at every possible opportunity.  Let me get the 
party started right now.

At an even six feet tall and under 200 lbs., 
Murphy has a near-identical frame to Fletcher.  
He also plays a very physical game off  of  the 
snap, pressing into receivers to delay their 
ability to get into their routes.  And yes, he has 
two first names.  Still, they aren’t identical.  But 
why draft another rookie with such a similar 
skill set?

Obviously, the front office is not content to 
bring in corners who are pass defenders only.  
In drafting Fletcher in 2009 and Murphy a 
year later, the Rams have sent a signal to the 

Pick Analysis: The Rams continue to add depth with the selection of  Jerome Murphy. The South 
Florida standout has good cover skills, and is one of  the most aggressive players at his position. Though he 
is a little undisciplined at times, he has tremendous potential and could develop into a solid starter in time.

Strengths: Long with adequate bulk and fluid hips. Anticipates routes while dropping back in zone cov-
erage and does a good job of  tracking the play. Good leaper who high-points the ball. Fiery and aggressive 
defender who fills hard and likes to deliver shots.

Weaknesses: Average speed and lateral quickness limit his effectiveness in man coverage. Footwork is a 
little sloppy, and he sometimes gets spun around. Gives too much of  a cushion and breaks on the ball a little 
late. Bit of  a gambler who can get caught out of  position. Does not always wrap when tackling.

NFL.com draft profile
nfl.com

http://www.nfl.com/draft/2010/profiles/jerome-murphy?id=494291
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CB #31

Height: 5’ 11” Weight: 188 lbs. Age: 23 Year: 3 College: Penn St. Draft: 2008: STL - Round 4, 2nd pick (101st overall)

2010 roster: CB - #31 King, J.

31Career Stats (2009)
G ................GS ..................PD ................. Int .............. Int TD ......Solo Tackles ..... Total Tackles ....Sacks
15 .................7 ......................2 .....................0 ......................0 ..................... 32 .........................35 ................... 0.0

You could make the argument that 
King is one of  the biggest enigmas on the 
Rams’ 2010 roster.

After fielding criticism from various 
sources for de-
claring early for 
the 2008 NFL 
Draft, King 
responded by 
running a 4.31 
40-yard dash - 
the second fast-
est of  that year’s 
combine, trailing 
only Chris John-
son who led the 
league in rushing 
in 2009.

The Rams would take a shot on King 
in the 4th round, only to lose him for his 
entire rookie season due to a injury to his 
hallux (the big toe) in the first preseason 
game against the Titans.

After rehabbing the woeful toe, King 
entered 2009 a de facto rookie along with 
true rookie Bradley Fletcher eager to 
make his mark.

King would play in 15 games and saw 
his workload increase after Fletcher went 
down in week 7 against Indianapolis.  
King’s inability to stick with larger, more 

physical receiv-
ers showed, 
despite his obvi-
ous speed.  The 
question is, how 
does a speedster 
fit in a second-
ary that is being 
built primarily 
on physicality?

The Post-Dis-
patch reported in 
early August that 
King was still 

in the top four cornerbacks; if  that’s the 
case, it probably means the starting nickel 
corner job is going to Kevin Dockery.

Still, there’s a good chance #31 sees 
enough playing time to have an impact 
this season, and he’s going to have to 
make the most of  his opportunities.  This 
season is truly a make or break year for 
Justin King.

Top 40-yard dash results from CBs
at the 2008 NFL combine

 - Tyvon Branch: 4.31s (OAK - Connecticutt)
 - Justin King: 4.31s (STL - Penn St.)
 - Orlando Scandrick: 4.32s (DAL - Boise St.)
 - Dominique Rodgers-Cromartie: 4.33s (ARI - Tennessee St.)
 - Tracy Porter: 4.37s (NO - Indiana)
 - Terrence Wheatley: 4.37s (NE - Colorado)
 - Zackary Bowman: 4.38s (CHI - Nebraska)
 - Mike Jenkins: 4.38s (DAL - S. Florida)
 - Leodis McKelvin: 4.38s (BUF - Troy)
 - Jonathan Wilhite: 4.38s (NE - Auburn)
 - Wilrey Fontenot: 4.39s (ATL - Arizona)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hallux
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/34383/Tyvon_Branch
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/34689/Justin_King
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/34530/Orlando_Scandrick
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/34671/Dominique_Rodgers_Cromartie
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/34710/Tracy_Porter
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/34886/Terrence_Wheatley
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/34539/Zackary_Bowman
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/34524/Mike_Jenkins
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/34865/Leodis_McKelvin
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/34887/Jonathan_Wilhite
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/34729/Wilrey_Fontenot
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CB #32

Height: 6’ 0” Weight: 198 lbs. Age: 24 Year: 2 College: Iowa Draft: 2009: STL - Round 3, 2nd pick (66th overall)

2010 roster: CB - #32 Fletcher, B.

32Career Stats (2009)
G ................GS ..................PD ................. Int .............. Int TD ......Solo Tackles ..... Total Tackles ....Sacks
7 ...................3 ......................1 .....................0 ......................0 ..................... 23 .........................23 ................... 0.0

The inspiration of  the most persistent 
TST nickname ever, Bradley Fletcher em-
bodied three facets of  the 2009 Rams: po-
tential, improvement and fragility.

Like Jason Smith, Laurent Robinson, 
Gary Gibson... well, the list goes on, but 
you get the point.  The Rams started off  
the season on the wrong foot (a hell of  an 
understatement for a team that starts a 
season 0-7), but saw improving gains from 
multiple position before injuries rendered 
those gains fruitless.

One of  the beauties of  sport, how-
ever, is that every 12 months, you have the 
chance to put the recent past behind you 
and achieve greater things.  For the Rams, 

there’s plenty to put behind and damn near 
everything left to achieve.

As for BFB, the hope is that he can pick 
up where he left off.  Fletcher was quickly 
adjusting to the speed, and especially the 
physicality, of  the NFL.  By week 6 against 
the Jaguars, Fletcher looked less like a rook-
ie, and more like the kind of  reliable corner 
that gives defensive lines time to make a 
play in the backfield.

In week 7 against the Indianapolis Colts, 
Fletcher suffered an ugly injury keeping 
tight coverage on a deep pass down the 
sideline.  It stings to see a young player 
making the extra effort get hurt trying to 
do the right thing.

Hopefully, lightning doesn’t strike twice 
in 2010.  Fletcher could be a game-changer 
for the Rams this year as the roster has 
turned over from the failures of  the Zyg-
munt era into the potential of  the Devaney 
epoch.  If  he doesn’t quickly get back to 
the form that had Rams fans excited about 
his future, it could mean the Rams have yet 
another mid-round pick that doesn’t figure 
into their future.  Keep your fingers crossed.

SBNation scouting report
Assets

Flaws

A fantastic natural athlete with good speed, ex-
plosiveness and superb leaping ability. Makes 
plays in both the open field and off  the snap. 
Very physical. Tackles well. 

Has had some off-field problems. Doesn’t step up 
on the blitz like he could. Not an ideal fit at the 
corner position. 

http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2009/11/30/1179645/pundit-watch-turn-it-over-again#26370436
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2009/11/30/1179645/pundit-watch-turn-it-over-again#26370436
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/19633/Gary_Gibson
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CB #35

Height: 5’ 8” Weight: 188 lbs. Age: 26 Year: 5 College: Mississippi St. Draft: Undrafted

2010 roster: CB - #35 Dockery, K.

35Career Stats (2006-2009)
G ................GS ..................PD ................. Int .............. Int TD ......Solo Tackles ..... Total Tackles ....Sacks
51 ............... 10 ....................26 ....................3 ......................1 .................... 106 .......................136 ................. 0.0

As part of  the Head Coach Steve Spag-
nuolo to bring in as many ex-New York 
Giants and ex-Philadelphia Eagles as is 
contractually possible, Dockery comes to 
St. Louis after playing four years with the 
Giants including their 2007 Super Bowl 
Champion season.

Dockery looks to slide in as the starting 
nickel cornerback; he’s got plus quickness 
and agility, but his size limits what he can 
do against larger receivers while the ball is 
in the air.

Compared to the rest of  the Rams cor-
ners, Dockery is an anomaly.  He’s much 
smaller than the other corners, and plays 
a much more technical game than the rest 
of  the unit.  Without a consistent abililty 
to press opposing wideouts off  the line, his 
game relies almost entirely on his quick-
ness, both in man and zone coverage.

Still, his ability to integrate into the 
Giants’ physical secondary scheme should 
translate to the Rams’ scheme, seeing as 
they’re pretty similar.  Of  course, that’s 
why we’ve been snapping up so many for-
mer Giants and Eagles - they already know 
the system and, to some degree, they’ve 
proved they can handle their assignments.

Whether or not Dockery proves to be 
a useful component in St. Louis will hinge 
on the defensive line’s ability to get in the 
quarterback’s face and the other corners on 
the field maintaining coverage on the flank-
er and split end.

If  nothing else, Dockery is a a corner 
who has one thing no other CB on the ros-
ter has: he’s proven he can play his position.  
That’s a pretty valuable adddition, regard-
less of  your team’s record.

…if  the Rams can sign the fiesty 
Dockery, I agree that he will be a good 
pickup and lessen out need to draft 
help in the secondary. In one of  one my 
2009 football magazines I looked un-
der the comments for Dockery and he 
is described as “the best athlete on the 
team as the tough-coverage No. 3 cor-
nerback.” Sounds like the type of  grit 
that we need to add to this team.

All kidding aside... comment
from CB Kevin Dockery checking out Rams

comment by NachoD, story by VanRam,
Turf  Show Times - Mar. 18, 2010

http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/3/18/1379765/cb-kevin-dockery-checking-out-rams#32842541
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/3/18/1379765/cb-kevin-dockery-checking-out-rams
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FS #21

Height: 5’ 11” Weight: 205 lbs. Age: 29 Year: 6 College: Stanford Draft: 2005: STL - Round 3, 2nd pick (66th overall)

2010 roster: FS - #21 Atogwe, O.

21

Since being drafted by the Rams a half  
decade ago, Atogwe, along with Steven 
Jackson, has become the most electrifying 
player on the team.

Born in Windsor, Ontario, Canada, 
Atogwe established himself  as a game 
changer in his second season, snagging 
three interceptions (tied for the team high) 
and forcing five fumbles.  Since that 2006 
season, Atogwe has been one of  the few de-
pendable members at the back of  the Rams’ 
defense, though that didn’t spare him from 
some drama on the business side.

After 2008, the Rams applied the fran-
chise tag on Atogwe, earning more than $6 
million for the ‘09 season. It appeared that 
Atogwe was playing his way toward a lucra-
tive long-term contract, until he dislocated 
his shoulder in December, putting a ques-
tion mark on his long-term viability.

On June 1, Atogwe became an unre-
stricted free agent, and it seemed relatively 
certain he would be headed somewhere else, 
taking his fumble-generating head with 
him.  Needless to say, Rams fans were not 
excited about losing a player of  his pro-
ductivity.  As fate would have it, Atogwe’s 

shoulder and apparent salary requests 
pushed potential suitors to look elsewhere 
to fill the safety spot on their depth charts.  
Their loss.

Atogwe returns to the Rams with a very 
flexible contract that could extend his con-
tract with the Rams through the 2014 sea-
son, or we could limit it to a one-year deal.  
Credit the front office for knocking this one 
out of  the park on the business level.

With the back room wheeling and deal-
ing behind him, Atogwe is set to do in 2010 
what he’s become known for: making plays 
with his signature brand of  body flailing 
commitment.  Money well spent.

Career Stats (2005-2009)
G ................GS ......... Solo Tackles .......Total Tackles ........PD ............... Int ............... Int TD ..........Sacks
72  .............. 60 ...................275 .........................318 ..................33 .................19 ...................... 1 .................... 3.0

The guy is a spectacular player, as he’s been a 
turnover-machine the entire time he’s been in the 
NFL (he’s got 19 career picks and 19 career forced 
fumbles).  Anytime you can have a player of  that 
caliber on your team, it’s always a plus. Him creat-
ing so many turnovers will definitely help put us in a 
position to win games.

Without a doubt, I think the Rams got a lot better, 
this past week.  Management showed how they’re 
willing to make the moves that need to be made to 
try and help us become very successful this year.

Kevin Payne’s Thoughts On OJ Atogwe Signing with the Rams
FanShot by Kevin Payne, Turf  Show Times - June 28, 2010

http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/6/2/1497424/rams-and-atogwe-still-talking-dont
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/6/2/1497424/rams-and-atogwe-still-talking-dont
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/6/2/1497424/rams-and-atogwe-still-talking-dont
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/6/2/1497424/rams-and-atogwe-still-talking-dont
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/6/2/1497424/rams-and-atogwe-still-talking-dont
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/7/7/1556213/will-o-j-atogwe-still-be-a-ram
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/7/7/1556213/will-o-j-atogwe-still-be-a-ram
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/7/7/1556213/will-o-j-atogwe-still-be-a-ram
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/7/7/1556213/will-o-j-atogwe-still-be-a-ram
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/6/28/1541364/kevin-paynes-thoughts-on-oj-atogwe
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S #30

Height: 6’ 0” Weight: 212 lbs. Age: 26 Year: 4 College: Louisiana-Monroe Draft: 2007: CHI - Round 5, 30th pick (167th overall)

2010 roster: S - #30 Payne, K.

30Career Stats (2007-2009)
G ................GS ......... Solo Tackles .......Total Tackles ........PD ............... Int ............... Int TD ..........Sacks
32 ............... 22 ...................113 .........................135 ..................12 ..................4 ....................... 0 .................... 1.0

Kevin Payne made his presence felt at 
Turf  Show Times immediately after the 
Rams traded for him in late April.

A fan favorite at Windy City Gridiron, 
the SBNation community for fans of  the 
Chicago Bears, Payne endeared himself  to 
the readership with his hard work on the 
field, his charitable contributions off  of  
it, and his continued presence among the 
WCG community; however, Payne is more 
than just a media savvy fan favorite.

Drafted late in the 2007 NFL Draft, 
the former Louisiana-Monroe Warhawk 
earned the starting gig at strong safety 
for the Bears in just his second season.   
In 2008, he finished with four intercep-
tions and 88 tackles, just five less than 
Bears MLB Brian Urlacher.

By 2009, though, Payne had lost his 
starting job to rookie safety Al Afalava.  
Ironically, Payne’s value to the team di-
minished when the Bears brought back 
Chris Harris...who had been traded away 
when the Bears drafted Payne.  Payne and 
Harris are well familiar with one another 
as Payne succeeded Harris at ULM when 
the Bears drafted Harris in 2005.  “It’s 

like a carousel. You put the quarter in, 
you get on the horse, it goes up and down, 
and around.”

Wacky past aside, the question is 
whether Payne has arrived to take over 
duties from Butler, or just to add depth to 
the safety unit.

As the rare non-Ram draftee who 
doesn’t come from the Eagles or Giants, 
Payne may have a longer learning curve 
than others; but the fact the Rams’ front 
office singled him out as a player worth 
bringing in suggests he’s here to stay.  
That’s likely a good thing for the Rams, 
and definitely a good thing for TST.

SBNation scouting report
Assets

Flaws

A gifted natural athlete with excellent football 
instincts. Anticipates plays well and is both a 
very productive tackler and a constant threat to 
pick off  passes. Will make some plays returning 
interceptions. 

Average-sized and not particularly speedy. Still 
developing his skills as a defensive back (after 
playing several positions in college). 

http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/5/10/1465902/the-ironic-relationship-between
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/5/10/1465902/the-ironic-relationship-between
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/5/10/1465902/the-ironic-relationship-between
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/5/10/1465902/the-ironic-relationship-between
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0116483/quotes?qt0420599
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0116483/quotes?qt0420599
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0116483/quotes?qt0420599
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0116483/quotes?qt0420599
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/19633/Gary_Gibson
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SS #37

Height: 6’ 3” Weight: 209 lbs. Age: 27 Year: 6 College: Georgia Tech Draft: Undrafted

2010 roster: SS - #37 Butler, J.

37Career Stats (2005-2009)
G ................GS ......... Solo Tackles .......Total Tackles ........PD ............... Int ............... Int TD ..........Sacks
71 ............... 40 ...................206 .........................255 ..................29 ..................9 ....................... 0 .................... 0.0

An undrafted product of  Georgia Tech, 
Butler crept into the back end of  the Gi-
ants’ defense until taking over starting 
strong safety duties before their 2007 Su-
per Bowl winning season.

In his first season with the Rams (and 
with MLB James Laurinaitis), Butler 
helped limit the damage from opposing 
rushing attacks who were carving through 
the defensive line almost at will.  Without 
a change in productivity up front, Butler 
will likely be called upon again in 2010 to 
help stem the damage of  the run game.

Last season, Butler had a career high 
in solo tackles and tied his previous best 
three interceptions, despite only playing 
in 13 games.  Had he been able to play in 
the full 16 games, Butler could have put 
together the best season of  his career by a 

mile; as it is, his 2008 season still compares 
well even though he played in two more 
games that year.

Now paired with O.J. Atogwe as the 
starting safeties and with Kevin Payne 
and Craig Dahl, the depth at the position 
should  satisfy even the most skeptical 
Rams fan.  It certainly doesn’t include the 
inexperience of  the cornerbacks, the un-
certainty of  the linebacking corps or the 
lack of  raw talent among the defensive 
linemen.

The most encouraging aspect of  But-
ler’s career is that he has improved every 
successive season since coming into the 
league.  If  he can bring even more to the 
Rams on the field in 2010, it’s fair to sug-
gest the safety position will be our stron-
gest unit on the defensive side of  the ball.

James Butler had a good season last year. He was injured, but when paired with O.J. Atog-
we, the Rams had a respectable duo at the two safety positions. I’m not sure if  this is just 
another case of, “I’ve never watched the Rams, but their record is 1-15, so everyone on the 
team must suck,” but the team does have a few bright spots, James Butler being one of  them. 

Rams Snag Two More Giants
by ram_rod, Turf  Show Times - Mar. 22, 2010

http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/3/22/1385610/rams-snag-two-more-giants


Craig Dahl
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Defensive Backs

FS #43

Height: 6’ 1” Weight: 209 lbs. Age: 25 Year: 4 College: North Dakota St. Draft: Undrafted

2010 roster: FS - #43 Dahl, C.

30Career Stats (2007-2009)
G ................GS ......... Solo Tackles .......Total Tackles ........PD ............... Int ............... Int TD ..........Sacks
23 ............... 10 ....................63 ........................... 73 ....................3 ...................0 ....................... 0 .................... 2.0

Craig Dahl is on a path.  It’s not the 
path of  a perennial Pro Bowl selection, or 
the path of  a superstar or even the path of  
a fan favorite.  He’s on a path of  so many 
NFL players who create their own value out 
of  hard work, a thorough understanding of  
the game and of  one’s position, and a will-
ingness to be a part of  a team.

Along with James Butler, Dahl was a 
member of  the 2007 New York Giants Su-
per Bowl Champion team, though due to a 
torn ACL, Dahl was inactive once the sea-
son rolled into the 2008 calendar year.

Picked up by the Rams for the 2009 
season, Dahl played his role relatively well 
for being handicapped in the speed and size 
aspects of  the game.  Though he is suscep-

tible in the air, Dahl became a force in the 
run game, offering his body up to stop runs 
that shouldn’t have gotten to his level far 
too often.

The question is if  Dahl has maximized 
his potential given his physical limitations, 
or if  the Rams can develop more out of  
him.  There may even be a question of  how 
much more they’ll need from him, since the 
Rams start 2010 with four healthy safeties 
in Dahl, Butler, O.J. Atogwe and newcomer 
Kevin Payne.

One thing is certain - the Rams depth 
chart is better with Craig Dahl in 2010 than 
without him.

SBNation scouting report
Assets

Flaws

Has a good football mind. Follows the play 
well and will deliver the blows. Covers some 
ground in the middle. Good run defender. 

Not overly physical. Inconsistent at times. 
Injury-prone. Doesn’t have elite speed and 
doesn’t help much along the lines. 

“He’s experienced in the (defensive) 
system, and he really is good that way, 
mentally. And he works his butt off  phys-
ically,” Spagnuolo said. “I also think he 
works well with James Butler, so there’s 
some cohesiveness there that helps.”

Dahl looks to lock down safety spot for Rams
by Bill Coats, stltoday.com - June 3, 2010

http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/19633/Gary_Gibson
http://www.stltoday.com/sports/football/professional/article_a0f502a7-2e93-5108-bc3e-ef3c53cb87a5.html
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/6/28/1541364/kevin-paynes-thoughts-on-oj-atogwe
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Special Teams

K #3

Height: 6’ 0” Weight: 205 lbs. Age: 31 Year: 8 College: Nebraska Draft: 2003: SEA - Round 7, 8th pick (222nd overall)

2010 roster: K - #3 Brown, J.

3

Josh Brown is the kind of  player that 
confuses you.  As a Seahawk, he was a thorn 
in Rams fans’ sides, booting crucial field goals 
in crunch time that made him a bit of  a vil-
lain to many.  But after the 2007 season, the 
Seahawks offered him a deal that backloaded 
much of  the overall money toward the latter 
years of  the contract.

When the Rams offered him a 5-year deal 

with a more balanced distribution of  money, 
Brown opted to head to St. Louis in a rare 
intradivisional move.

In his first season as a Ram, Brown had 
the best regular season of  his career, nailing 
31 of  36 field goal attempts, posting a 75% 
success rate from 50 yards or longer.  In 2009, 
though, Brown struggled slightly, missing 
his first attempt under 40 yards since 2006, a 
37-yarder in the season opener  in Seattle.

 If  2010 is a chance at redemption, Brown 
should have more motivation than he needs to 
succeed.

Career Stats (2003-2009)
G .............. FGA ..............FGM ............... FG% ............... FG 50+ % ........XPA ..............XPM ............Long
112 .............205 ..................166 ............... 80.98% ................ 63.33% ............259 .................258 .................. 58

Just the Facts

- Brown scored 315 points while playing at 
the University of  Nebraska, the third highest 
total in school history, behind Houston Texans 
kicker Kris Brown (388), and a former Heisman-
winning 3rd round pick of  the Rams in the 2002 
NFL Draft, QB/WR Eric Crouch (368).

- Brown has a perfect QB rating, as the one 
pass he’s thrown in an NFL game was a 36-yard 
TD to TE Daniel Fells in the Rams’ lone victory 
of  the 2009 season against Detroit, Nov. 1.

- Brown, who lost a friend to cystic fibro-
sis, established the Josh Brown Giving Project 
which focuses on improving the quality of  life 
for those battling the disease and raising funds 
to “support vital cystic fibrosis programs as a 
means to cure and control this disease.”

Rams fans are familiar with Josh Brown, the team’s 
placekicker, and what he does on the field. But not 
many realize that hunting played a part in his deci-
sion to move here from Seattle

“I never got a chance to get involved in deer hunt-
ing when I was playing for Seattle,” Brown said.

Brown, 30, was born in Foyil, Okla., and became 
interested in hunting during his high school years.

“My brother, Todd, who now lives in Wagoner, 
Okla., got me started in waterfowl hunting,” he said. 
“We’d hunt whenever we got the chance to do so.”

Hunting helped lure Rams kicker here
by Kathy Etling, stltoday.com - June 20, 2009

http://www.rotoworld.com/content/playerpages/player_contract.aspx?sport=nfl&id=525
http://www.rotoworld.com/content/playerpages/player_contract.aspx?sport=nfl&id=525
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/2707/Kris_Brown
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eric_Crouch
http://www.stltoday.com/sports/article_afafc3c6-8c88-526c-b021-a463733c700d.html
http://www.turfshowtimes.com/2010/6/28/1541364/kevin-paynes-thoughts-on-oj-atogwe


Donnie Jones
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Special Teams

P #5

Height: 6’ 2” Weight: 225 lbs. Age: 30 Year: 7 College: LSU Draft: 2004: SEA - Round 7, 23rd pick (224th overall)

2010 roster: P - #5 Jones, D.

5Career Stats (2004-2009)
G .......Punts Total Punt Yards Yards/Punt .Long ........In 20 (%) ..............In 10 (%) .........FCs  .....TBs
87 ........449 ............. 20,451 ............... 45.55 ...........80 ....... 137 (30.51%) ....... 46 (10.24%) ........ 55 ........... 45

Along with Steven Jackson and pos-
sibly James Laurinaitis if  he can build on 
his rookie season, Donnie Jones has been 
the best player at his position since join-
ing the Rams in 2007.

A member of  the 2003 national cham-
pion LSU Tiger team, Jones holds the re-
cord for the longest punt in LSU history: 
an 86-yard blast which he punted during 

the Bluegrass Miracle.
After leaving Baton Rouge, Jones 

paired with his current kicker teammate 
Josh Brown for one season in Seattle. 
Jones was picked up for the 2005 sea-
son by Miami, and they did not regret 
the move, as Brown  would land nearly 
half  of  all his punts inside the opposing 
20-yard-line.

Jones hasn’t disappointed since ar-
riving in St. Louis, averaging more than 
45 yards per punt.  Attesting to the 
strength of  the protection he’s received, 
Jones hasn’t had a single punt blocked as 
a Ram.

Jones had a solid 2009 season, help-
ing the Rams to the second-highest net 
punting average behind only the Raiders.  
The two were the only teams to maintain 
a net average above 40 yards per punt.

The question for the Rams is: how 
valuable is a punter when the rest of  
your team can’t get much done?  While 
special teams has been a reliable unit as 
of  late, it stands alone in that regard.  I 
doubt I am the only fan hoping to see the 
offense and defense close the gap.

Shane Lechler, 47.31 - OAK (2000-09)
Brett Kern, 46.00 - DEN/TEN (2008-09)
Donnie Jones, 45.55 - SEA/MIA/STL (2004-09)
Jon Ryan, 45.25 - GNB/SEA (2006-09)
Mat McBriar, 45.05 - DAL (2004-09)

A game of inches
Active punters with the highest average

yards per punt in the last decade

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bluegrass_Miracle
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/3321/Shane_Lechler
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/34973/Brett_Kern
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/2515/Donnie_Jones
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/1979/Jon_Ryan
http://www.sbnation.com/nfl/players/3422/Mat_McBriar
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LS #45

Height: 6’ 0” Weight: 237 lbs. Age: 30 Year: 8 College: Marshall Draft: 2002: STL - Round 7, 32nd pick (243rd overall)

2010 roster: LS - #45 Massey, C.

45Career Stats (2002-2009)
TD passes ......Interceptions .... Punt return TDs .... Bowls of mayonnaise eaten ........... General Lees owned
0 ........................0 ..................... 0 .......................Thousands .............................................1

Chris Massey is the kind of  player you 
don’t want to know.  If  he’s doing his job, 
he’s the most anonymous player on the ros-
ter; if  he’s not, he’s the ultimate scapegoat.  
If  you need proof, see: Trey Junkin.

Junkin was a ridiculously successful long 
snapper for almost two decades.  He played 
in more games in his career than all but 13 
other NFL players. But nobody remembers 
any of  that when it comes to Trey Junkin.  
All they remember is that he came out of  
retirement for one game and that he, and 
the fans of  the New York Giants, would 
regret it for the rest of  his life and theirs.

With four minutes and 20 seconds re-
maining in the third quarter of  the 2002 
NFC Wild Card playoff  game between the 
Giants and the 49ers, the Giants were cruis-
ing to victory with a 38-14 lead.

After a heroic efforts Jeff  Garcia and 
Terrell Owens, as well as the Niner defense, 
pulled the Niners ahead 39-38 with just two 
minutes to go, the Giants drove down the 
field to set up a game-winning field goal 
from the San Francisco 23-yard-line.  It 
would never be attempted.

Junkin muffed the snap along the 

ground, and after a chaotic frenzy, the 
Niners advanced to the Divisional round.  
Junkin admitted the Giants lost the game 
because of  him and promptly re-retired.

Being a long snapper is easily the most 
inglorious position in football and arguably 
the most so in all of  sports...when you’re 
good.  The fact that Massey has hid in the 
shadows, connecting on 702 of  his 703 
snaps is a testament to his ability at one 
of  the smallest parts of  the game, and one 
he’ll likely be repeating, without anyone 
noticing, for years to come.

The most ridiculous piece of trivia ever
in the history of trivia...

according to Wikipedia

 - According to his Wikipedia page, Chris 
Massey is the owner of  the original General 
Lee from the TV series, The Dukes of  Hazzard.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trey_Junkin
http://www.pro-football-reference.com/leaders/g_career.htm
http://www.pro-football-reference.com/leaders/g_career.htm
http://www.pro-football-reference.com/leaders/g_career.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chris_Massey
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Dukes_of_Hazzard
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In closing: Turf  Show Times.
Thanks for reading.  Uh, the end?
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